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Young Wffd West and the "8uitcd" Mimng Camp
OR, ARIETIA AS AN AUCTIONEER
By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER I. - Our Friends Hear of the
"Busted" Mining- Camp.

"Not a thing, stranger. We never heard tell
of such a place as Golden Bubble Camp."
" Didn't meet nobodv on your way here, then?"
"Which way are you folks headin' ?"
" We haven't met a solitary soul all day. But,"
The questioner was a middle-aged man mount- and the bov nodded and smiled. We haven't been
ed upon a bony mustang-, who had come to a halt following this trail very long. We struck it about
before a party of riders who had just rounded a a mile above here. We took notice of the fact
bend in the trail in the mountains of western that plenty of fresh hoof-prints showed, and there
Arizonia. Those in the party had heard the were a few wagon-ruts that lookep as thou1th
horseman comin.e:. -and they had slackened the they were made recently."
"That's it, you have got it jest rig-ht. More
pace of their bourses to wait for him. · Havinl?'
such a question put to 'them thev were not a than half the population has left the minin'
little surpr1sed, thoul?'h the man himself seemed camp." ·
" And you are leaving it now, I see?"
to be one just like the averal?'e to be found in
those parts. "' There was a peculiar smile on his
As the boy asked the question he looked at the
face as he waited for an answer, and it was evi- bag the man h~d strapped on the saddle behind
him.
.
dent th.at he felt in a joking mood.
"Yes, that's rig-ht. Got all my belong-ings right
"[ reckon we were heading about due south
when we saw you coming," a handsome. athletic 'here in this bag-. They don't amount to much,
boy, who was attired in a fancy huntinl? suit of but they was all I had. I've g-ot a few bag-s of
buckskin and wore a wealth of lil?'ht chestnut hair .e:old dust, an' about fourteen dollars in g-ood
hanl!."inl? over his shoµlders answered, coolly. "But dean money. I've hit the trail for some other
place. My name is Tom Lucas, an' I've been a
why do you want to know, stranger?"
" Well, I'll tell yer," and the horseman removed Prospector for somethin' over twenty years. an'
a quid of tobacco from his mouth and threw it ' I ain't never struck it rich vet. I'm what you
upon the ground. "If you're h'eadin' for Golden call a pack of bard luck, I s'pose."
Then the man laughed g-ood-naturedly.
Bubble Camp you might jest as well turn back,
"But say," he added, looking sharply at the
'cause the camp's busted."
"We didn't know that there was such a olace boy, "you're about as likely a lookin' kid as I've
in existence as Golden Bubble Camp, my friend. ever seen. Your friends all seem to be of the
To tell you the truth, we were just ridin.l?' along right sort, too. But when I first set eyes on yer
takin.l?' our chances of cominl?' upon a mining I felt sorry for yer, especially when I seen you
camp or settlement. But it would make little dif- had three good-lookin' gals with yer. I thought
ference to us whether we did or not, since we to myself what a shame it would be for you to
are quite used to campinl?' out in all parts of the go to the busted minin' camp."
"Oh, I don't know as it would matter much
West and in all kinds of weather."
"Oh! You ain't like a lot of fellers I've seen about that part of it. I think we will l?'0 there
now, since we have heard .o f it."
Iatelv, then."
•
"You think you will, eh?" and Tom Lucas
"What do you mean by that?"
"Well, there's been somethin' like thirtv or showed no little surprise.
"Yes. We might find something- there in the
fortv what's comin.l?' to Golden Bubble Camp in
the ·past month, an' all of 'em was expectin' to way of excitement."
"Excitement, eh? Is that what you're lookiR'
,... strike it rich. But she's .l?'0ne UP, kid. She's
busted. Golden Bubble is the busted minin' camp for?"
"Always," and the boy laughed lil?htly imd
now."
"Is that so? How far is the camp from here?" turned to bis companions, who promptly joined in.
"Say!" exclaimed Lucas, suddenly, as he leaned
"Oh, we're putty close to it. I reckon it .ain't
more than three or four miles from here. An' over as if he wanted to g-et a better look at the
speaker, "I'll bet I know who you are. You're
J'OU didn't know nothin' about it, eh'!"
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Young Wild West, the champion deadshot, ain't such a place as Golden Bubble, the "bu ted" minyer?"
ing camp. Tom was quite a talker, and he kept
"That's what they <.all me," said ;young Wild rattlinl? oft' his Jingo at a ,?reat rate as they
West.
rode along. But the further he went with the
"Oh! now I understand. It jest struck me that party the more glad he felt that he had made
I've heard tell how there was a boy named Young up his mind to tum back with them.
Wild West whkt was always ridin' around lookin'
"I reckon Hol? Jenks, the boss of the camp,
for a chance to do somebody a goo-urn an' to will sorter open his eyes when he sees you comclean out all the •d gan.e:s he come ai!Poss. Well, in' back with sich a fine-lookin' lot of oeople,"
this is what I call great. But I'm sorry," and he he exclaimed, when they had ridden a trifle over
shook his ' head, "that you're thinkin' of goin' to a mile.
the busted minin' camp."
Then he happened to catch si1?ht of the two
"Why are you sorry?" Youna- Wild West Chinamen as they came around a bend.
asked, in his cool and easy way.
"There's one thing, though," and he shook his
" 'Cause about every honest man that was there head and lookeq solemnly at Young Wild West,
has left by this time, an' there's nothin' but a "it's a putty bet that they'll start right in to
.e:anl? of the worst kind of rascals you ever set hanJ.? them two heathens up by their Pil!."tails.
eyes on hang-in' around there now. They've made That will only be fun for such a gang as that.
uu their minds to stay a while an' prey upon They've cleaned up about fourteen heathens, so
stran,?ers when they come there. Maybe you like I understand."
excitement an' plenty of shootin', YounJ? Wild
"That's all ril!,"ht, Tom," our hero answered,
West, but there's about twenty fellers in Golden coolly. "Maybe they've cleaned up fourteen
:Bubble what don't care no more about law than heathens, as you say, but you can rest assured
they do abou.,t drinkin' tan1?lefoot."
'that they won't hur-t our two Chinamen."
"That makes it all the better. Since you have
"You have got an awful lot of stuff they call
told us that much we'll l?0 there, anyhow . .How confidence, ain't yer, Youne: Wild West?" Lucas
about it, boys?"
asked, looking at the boy admiringly.
"I reckon I have, Tom. But I suppose I was
"You kin bet your life," came the reoly from
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, who was one of born that way. From what you have told us there
YounJ? Wild West's partners, who was ·with him. are only about twenty men left in the camp."
"Well, there may be two or three more what
Lucas looked at the faces of the girls and when
he saw that they did not seem to be at all worried ain't had time to git away. I can't say as to
that. It's a blamed shame, too, 'cause everythinJ.?
he shook his head and exclaimed:
There had been three
"All riJ?ht. I'll go back with yer, then. I did was goin' alonl!: fine.
feel as thou.e:h I was miJ?hty 1?lad to 1?it away shafts sunk, an' there ,-,as all kinds of machinery
when I struck out a little while ago, but I'd jest an-, they was jest startin' to put up an ore
like to go back an' see how thinl?s turn out. But crusher when word come from them as owned
I think you're makinJ? a mistake, though, eSpeci- the two biJ? mines to shut down. Of course- I
s'pose it wasn't payin', an' rather than spend an'i_
allv when--you take them .e:als there."
more money they would be satisfied to lose what
"That's all right, Mr. Lucas. If you are going they
had already spent."
back with us come right alonl!.". Since you have
"Oh, yes, that thing happens very often. We've
told us so much about the 'busted' mininJ? camo. been
in all parts of the West where mininJ? is
we are anxious to J?et there as quickly as possicarried on, and we know Quite a lot about it."
ble."
They kept on ridinl? as they talked, and when
Tom Lucas J?ave a nod and promptly turned his about
three miles had been covered the mininJ?
horse around. Then the whole party started alonJ? camp
came in view as they reached the top of a
the trail at a brisk trot. The younJ? deadshot's hill. YounJ.?
Wild West called a halt, and then
two partners, Cheyenne Charlie-, the scout, and all hands took
a view of Golden Bubble, which
Jim Dart, a Wyomin.e: bo" and something like lay
somethine: like half a mile away and down
three or four years before this story opens the at the
mouth of a wide gulch.
1?irls, as they were always called, had begun
that is Golden Bubble Camp, eh, Wild?"
travelin~ with them. The girls were Arietta the"SoyounJ.?
deadshot's sweetheart said, as she
Murdock, the golden-haired sweethP-art of Young
up beside him and looked curiously at the
Wild West; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie; rode
collection of shanties.
and Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's sweetheart.
"That's right, if what Mr. Lucas has told us is
Arietta had been born aand reared in the West, true, Et," was the reply.
though Anna and Eloise had not. With the party
"Well, the bubble has burst, then."
in the capacity of servants were two Chinamen,
"Ha, ha, ha!" Tom Lucas lauJ,?hed. "That's
who were brothers, named Hop Wah and Wing what I call a putty J?O0d one. No wonder they
Wah. They invariably broul!'ht-up the rear lead- named it the Go'lden Bubble. There was s'posed
ing two oack-horses, which carried the camping to be tons an' tons of gold here, an' men was
outfit and supplies. Attrie<l in their fancy ridinl? foolish enough to put a lot of money out to sink
and huntin.e: costumes, Youn.e: Wild West and shafts an' dill: for it. But it didn't pan out, so
his friends made a rather picturesque aooear- the bubble has busted. Ha, ha, ha!"
ance, while the two Chinamen in their oriental
"How is it they didn't rob you before you left,
garb contrasted just enough to make the picture Tom?" Young Wild West asked, looking at the
complete.
man curiously.
Tom Lucas._ the unlucky prospector, had looked
"Oh, that's 'cause they know I'm putty Quick
them all over, of course, but he had made no on the shoot, I s'pose. But anyhow, they don't
comment about any of them other than to the bother nobody what leaves. They're only waitin'
effect that he was sorry the girls were 1roin1? to fo the new ones what's to come."
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"Oh, I see. Well, we'll just ride down there
and see what will happen. I am verv anxious to
find out .iust what they'll trv to do."
"When I told you I was comin' back with
;ver 1 made up my mind I v~J goin' to stick to
yer, so you kin count on me. xoung Wild West,"
and Tom Lucas showed by his manner that he
was anythbw: but a bluffer.
,
Young Wild West g-ave a nod, and then rode
on over the crest of the hill and down the crooked
path that led to the mining camp below. thP. rest
following him. If they were really riding into
trouble they were soon to find it out, but it is
needless to say that Young Wild West rather
courted trouble of this sort than avoided it. and
was ready for anything- that might happen.

CHAPTER II.-An Interrupted Lynching.
Tom Jenks had stated the case prettv well
when he told Young- Wild West an,! his friends of
the C"ndition of affairs at Golden Bubble Camp.
It haooened that all but twenty-two of the hundred and thirty men. young and old, who l!ad inhabited the camp a week before were the only
ones left there now. When Lucas rode away with
his few belongings strapped behind him to his
saddle Hog- Jenks, a man of the lowest tvPe of
human beings to be found almost anywhere, nodded his head and turning to the crowd which had
_g-athered in the back barroom of the Blazin_g-· Star
Saloon with a nod of satisfaction exclaimed:
"Well, boys, he's _g-one, an' I'm glad of it. I've
been thinkin' for some little time that either me or
Tom Lucas had to die with his boots on in a bighurry. I never did put him down as not bein' of
some conseauence, 'cause I know that Lucas is
mighty swift with a e:un. Maybe he's jest as
swift as I am, an' that's sayin' a whole lot. as
you fellers all know. But he's e:one now, an'
e:ood riddance to bad rubbish is what I say. Come
on. there, Jerry, an' _g-ive us a drink. You e:ive it
out to us yisterday that you was e:oin' to sell
as lone: as any one had money to pay for it. I
reckon it's e:oin' to be some little time yet afore
we're all broke, an' if the time does come when
we're broke an' you e:ot all the money, I reckon
you'll have to e:ive the rest of your stuff away."
"That's jest what I'm e:om' to do, Hoe:." a redfaced man with a bristling black beard retorted,
as he e:ot up from a chair at the end ~ the bar
and went behind it. "I've got somethine: like
a barrel an' a half of liquor on hand yet, an'
there's maybe four or five gallons that's bottled
on the shelves. I'm goin' to sell tanglefoot here
as long as any one's got any money to pay for it,
an' as soon as I find there ain't no more money
I'm goin' to pull up stakes an' trot out for a new
country."
Hog Jenks looked over the crowd and began
counting them.
"Say," he called out suddenly, "I thoue:ht that
when Tom Lucas hit the trail there were twentytwo of us left here. I'm only able to. count
twenty-one."
"You're countin' me, ain't yer. Hoe:?" Jerry,
the proprietor asked.
"Sartinly I am. I've always put you down as
bein' one of the rea-ular e:anJ?. But I know who's

missin'. It's that wizen-faced g-aloqt they call
Sally. He didn't have sand enoug-h jn him to hit
the trail like the rest of 'em. He told me he
wanted to belong- to mv e:ang. Now, then, l want
to know where he is."
"Here I am, Hol?," a rather weak voice called
out, and 'then a thin. undersized man hurried in
through- a doorway at the rear of the room.
"What do you want of me, Hog?"
"I want you to have a drink. vou little fool."
was the retort. "What are you goin' to have?"
"You're e:ivin' me my choice of what I'm g-oin'
to have, eh?" and a smile showed UPon the little
man's face.
"Sartin. You know as well as I do that vou
kin g·it any kind of a d:i:ink. that was ever mixed.
Jerrv's the man what kin make it. Now then,
name what you waant."
"I'll take a mint julep, then."
"Right yer are, Sally.'' the man called Jerrv answered, with a g-rin. "There ain't no blamed
drink that was ever invented that can't be had
right here. It ain't no ti·ouble to mix 'em, either.
I've got 'em already mixed. Everything- comes
out of the same barrel. Here's your mint julep.
Pour it out yourself.''
Then he pushed a thick g-Jass that was anythingbut clean toward the newcomer. Alreadv those
at the farther end of the bar were pouring- drinks
from a bottle, and when it came Sally's turn
he was rather e:enerous with the stuff and smiled
as he lifted the e:lass, ready to drink when the
leader _g-ave the word. Jerry was the last to e:et
his drink ready.
"I'm drinkin' a sherry cobbler," he said. "Here
she e:oes, Hog."
"Wait a minute.'' Jenks called out, s arply.
"I'm goin't to give you a little toast --afore we
swaller this here fluid lightnin'. Everybody knows
that this is a busted minin' camp. But that don't
mean that them what's made up their minds to
stay here a while is g-oin' to g-it busted very soon.
We're here to win out. 'cause there'll be hundreds
here, an' when they come we'll be ready for 'em
to clean 'em out of all the monev they've got.
Now, then, here's hopin' that nothin' but success
comes our way. Hooray for the busted minin'
camp.''
._
"Hooray!" came the retort from every man
there, and then all hands drank.
Hog dove down into one of his capacious pockets and drew out a handful of e:old coins.
"I ain't broke yet, not by a long shot, boys,"
he called out. "How much do I owe yer, Jerry?"
"I'll make it twenty for five dollars," was the
reply. "That's lettin' you have two drinks for
nothin'."
"All ri,g-ht. Here she is. You always was a
liberal galoot. I ain't findin' no fault with you.
You take in all the money you kin, an' when there
ain't no more for you to take in we'll fix up
things the way they oughter be fixed.''
The timid little man lingered a few minutes
and then went outside. The fact was t'hat he
was a very cowardly fellow, but he was a villain,
withal. He had thought of something that seemed to have escaped the minds of the rest. As
many as thirty miners had left the camp the dav
before, and no one had taken the trouble to visit
the shanties they had occupied to see if thev had
left anythinJ? worth while behind them. Sally

.
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Till,'Ured that he mjg·ht profit by making a search.
and though he had the opportunity the night before he had feared to light a lantern lest some
of the others might find out what be was uo to
and force him to share his spoils. All the morning he had not been able to get away from the
crowd, but now that it was near ·noon and the men
seemed to have settled down to have a good time
at the saloon, he thought he might be able to slip
away and start upon his tour of investigation.
He got outside all right, but just then some one
in the crowd who seemed to possess plenty of
money called for a drink. and the leader looked
around to see if all were there. He missed Sally
right away.
"The wiz~-faced little galoot has sneaked
ag'in, boys," he said, half angrily. "I wonder
what he's up to, anyhow? Somebody go an'
look for him."
Two men volunteered to go right away, but
Hog decided that one of them was enough, so he
picked a fellow called Reddy, who was a sort of
lieutenant to him, and told him to go and find out
what the little man was up to. Reddy no souner
got outside than he saw the object of his search
sneakin11: into one of the shanties that had been
~acated the day before. He had no difficulty in
vetting up close to the shanty, and then peering
throu11:h a crack he discovered Sally making a
search of the interior. It seemed that_ the little
man was in luck, for he found an old pair of trouHers and on turning the l)Ockets inside out uneart-hened a few silver coins. The coins fell
upon the floor and the jingle seemed to tickle
Sally greatly. He put the coins in his pocket and
then after looking a little further about the room
he left tbe shanty and went straight to the· next
one, which happened to be vacant . also. Reddy
followed him, and when he saw h1m find more
money a 11:ood pipe, and a pack of cards, he made
up his' mind that it was going a little too f~r. ~e
slipped away from the shanty and made his way
back to the saloon, without the little man knowing he had been watched.
"Where is the wizen-faced J?"aloot ?" Hog called
out, as Reddy entered in a hurry.
"Come here, HoJ?", I want to tell vou somethln',"
was the reply.
' Jenks was a little surpr-ised, but be Quickly
went to a corner where the man led him, and then
learned what Sally was up to at the tim<;.
"Goodness!" he exclaimed. "I never thouJ?"ht
any one would go away an' leave anythinl?" like
money behind 'em. So he's found somethin' in
two places. has he?"
"Yes, an' what he found runs up into dollars,
too."
"AU right. He always was a little sneak. Now,
then, let him go ahead an' find what there is.
'fhen when he gits through I'll jest call him ap
afore aU hands an' ask him to put the money
on the bar here."
"S'pose he denies that he's found anythin2,"
Reddy suggested.
"All right then. If he says he didn't find no
money we'll hold court right away an' I'll be the
judge. Sally ain't hardly heavy enough to break
his own neck when he takes a drop. But I reckon
we'll hang him if we have to tie a big stone to
his feet."
"That's jest what I was thinkin', Hog. But

I'm l!"oin' to advise you to let him alone if he
comes back an' tells us what he's been doin' and
offers to whack up the money."
"Sartin I will. If he says that he's honest it
will be all ril!"ht. Maybe he'll do that. I :imow
he's always been a sneak, as I jest said, but a
sneak kin be honest with men of his own kind."
The two did not let the rest know wnat they
had been talking about, but soon ioined them and
then more . drinks were had, after which one of
them, who was Quite a singer, treated them to a
rollickinl!" old sonJ?". Whether Sallv went through
all the vacant shanties or not cannot he said,
but it was not lonJ?" before he came back.
"Hello, you wizen-faced shrimp!" Hog called
out as he entered. "Where have you been?"
"I've been over to my shanty sorter fixin'
thinJ?"S up," was the reply.
"Over to your shanty, eh?"
"Yes."
"Ain't. been in no other shant:v. have you?"
"Why, no," and the little man looked at him
sharply.
"All right then. Maybe you kin afford to tteat
us."
·
"I can't do that, HoJ?". You know I ain't !l"Ot
hardly any money left."
"You have J?"Ot more money now than vou had
yesterday," the leader called · out. his eyes flashing, while at the same time his hand dropped to
a revolver at his side.
"What do you mean by sayin' that, Hog?" the
sneaky little man retorted; his face tuminl?" pale.
"Jest what I say. You have been stealin' a
march on the rest of the J?"ang by goin' around an'
huntin' through all the shanties what's been left
empty by them what went away. You have found
some money, too, an' I know it."
"l ain't, I ain't," cried Sally. "There ain't a
man livin' as kin say I did, either."
"There ain't, eh? Here's a man what seen you
do it. I'm referrin' to Reddy."
·
"That's right," Reddy spoke up. lookinJ?" at the
accused anl!"rily. "I seen yer go into two shanties,
a11' you found money in both of 'em. I was
watchin' yer, you little sneak. Now, then. I
reckon you'll have to take your medicine."
"Arrest him," called out HoJ?". "He ne,rer
was no good. He would steal money from any
one of us, an' I know it. We'll hold a trial right
here without waitin' .a minute. I'm the jedge,
you're the court officer, Reddy ..• an' the re'St kin
be the jury." •
Reddy J!urriedly seized Sally and drairJ?ed him
to the center of the room.
"Hold on, boys," the accused called out. sbakinJ? like a leaf. "I did go in a couple of shanties,
an' I found a little monev, too. I didn't have
much, an' I made up my mind I'd better keep it.
But you kin have it. I don't want a bit of it
now."
,
Then he looked around for sympathy, but there
was none there. Every man was dead aJ?ainst
him, for even though they were villains themselves and would not hesitate to take what did
not belon.e: to them, they seemed to despise one
who claimed to be of their own class who would
do such a thing.
"Gentlemen of the jury," Hog Jenks began,
speakin.e: in a voice that was intended to be very
impressive, "you have a prisoner before \'OU who

•
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admits of his g-uilt. He's a little sneak thief, 1 ed. When they halted in their villainous work
an' he owns up to it. Now, then, to 2ive him a the boy quickly swung- his rifle over his shoulder
fair show the jury kin decide whether he's 2uilty and pulled a g-un. Up he dashed, bring-ing- Spitor not."
fire to a halt within a· few feet of the crowd.
"I reckon he sa ys he:s g-uilty, judg-e," one of Lucas halted about the same time, and there was
the ruffiains called out, with a laug-h.
a revolver in his hand as he lookecli defiantlv at
"That's all rig-ht. But he ain't had no trial." those who had left that morning.
"All tig-ht. then. I'll jest call off the name of
"What are you fellows trying to do ?" the
each man, an' he kin say whether he's g-uiltv or ,voung- deadshot asked, in his cool and easv wa.v.
not."
"Sonny," Hog- Jenks answered, taking- a step
This was dne, and every man declared that the toward the boy, "it strikes me that you're mig-hty
priso\-ier was vuilty.
impudent Ii
What' it vour business what we
"Hog, it's up to you to sentence him," Reddy are tryin' to do? It ain't no business of Tom
said a minute or so later when the prisoner was Lucas's, either. I don't know what he's come
weeping-ly beg-going them to let him go.
back here with yer -for, but if he ain't careful
"I'll do it rig-ht now," was the retort. "Gen- he'll g-it a lead pill."
tlemen of the jury, the verdict is that Sally 'is
"Not while I'm lookin' I won't, Hog-," retorted
guilty. The sentence of the court is that he be Lucas~ as he pointed his g-un at the leader of
taken outside an' hang-ed until he's dead. Go the villains. "You know blamed well that I ain't
ahead and string- him up."
one bit afraid of you. I'm ready right now to
The wjzen-faced man let out a yell of terror have it out with you. I'll .iest g-it down off my
and beg-an to break away from them. BU:t he horse an' step out here, an' when somebody
stood no more show than if he l'ere a g-oose that counts three we'll both shoot. Are you willin' to
had dropped into the midst of a pack of hung-ry do that 7"
wolwes. He was picked up bodily and hustled outCrack! The sharp report of •a revolver ran11
side. Then willing- hands brought a rope and put out, and Lucas made a grab for his hat with his
a noose about his neck. The other end of the left hand. Young Wild West sa.w where the shot
rope was qu!ckly put over the limb of a nearby had come from. Some one had fired from the
tree, and everything- was in readine.ts for the doorway of the saloon. The next instant Jerry,
hang-ing- of the sneak. But at this very moment the l)l'oprietor of the Blazinl?" Star Saloon, came
the clatter of hoofs sounded, and startled bv the running- out a smoking- revolver in his hand. He
unexpected ounds. tl)e crowd turned and looked was about to fire another shot when Wild •urned
ip the direction they came from. What was their his g-un that way and pulled the trigg-er.
surprise to see Tom Lucas, the man who had
Crack! As the report rang- out Jerry let out
left the camp that morning-, ridinl?" furiouslv to- a yell and dropped his gun to the g-round. Then
ward them, while at his side was a boy mounted he turned and leaped back into the building- with
upon a sorrel stallion. The boy had a rifle at his remarkable quickness.
shoulder, too, and something- seeme? to tell the
"Came near £retting- you, eh, Tom ?" the bov
villains that the}' had better g-o a httle slow. .
said a smile on his face as he nodded to h is
"Thunder!'.' cried. Hog- Jenks. "W~at d~es t~1s companion.
mean?, W_a1t a mmute, boys. Don t string- him
"I reckcn so," was the repl y. "That's all rig-ht .
up yet. '
Jerry never was no friend of mine. But we'll
--have this thing- out.. I reckon Golden Bubble
CHAPTER III.-How the '-Lynching- Was
will be without a saloon-keeper afore verv
Stopped.
Just then Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
up. The girls were not far behind
Young- Wild West and his companions did not came riding
but they halted a couple of hundred feet
see much of a stir anywhere in the mining- camp them,
away,
until they reached the level at the foot of the
"A little shootin' match eh, Wild ?" the scout
descent. · Then men w-ere seen running- excitedly called
out, and then he showed a revolver in
out of one of the buildine:s. which Tom Lucas either hand
and acted very much as if he was
quickl y informed them was the Blazinl?" Star eag-er to g-et into
a fight.
Saloon.
"Not much of a one, Charlie," t he youn£r dead"Somethin's up, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "Great £rimlets! It looks a s though shot answered, without taking his gaze from the
men before him. "There's a fellow in t he shanty
thev're g-oin' to lynch a feller."
"That's jest what they:re g-oin' to do," Lucas who is nursing- a scratch on his right arm just
cried. excitedly. "It's that Jittle shrimp thev call about now, too. He tried to get Lucas on the
Sally, too. I wonder what could -have g-ot· over sly, but the best he could do was to send a bullet
through the crown of his hat. I reckon there
'em.''
"Come on, Tom," Wild called out, and then he won't be a whole lot of shooting- done, either. If
urg-ed his sorrel stallion to a swift gallop and there is I'll do the most of it, you can bet on
rapidly · approached the crowd in front of the that."
The mere fact that the boy had s hot s1> quickly
shanty saloon.
Lucas had a pretty good horse. and he man- and caused Jerry to drop his e:un was auite
aged to keep up with the boy, while the rest la~- enough to convince the crowd of villains that they
,red a little behind. Not until they were wtthm were up ag-ainst sdmethine: that was rathe1 out of
a hundred yards of the excited · men were they the usual The cool way in which the boy spoke
observed. Wild had raised his rifle. for he in; had greatly helped along- the conviction. without
tended to put a bullet in the arm ·of one of those a doubt. The little man, who had no doubt e:iven
wao had the rove rather than see the man hane:- himself up as a "dead one," was now lookin11r at
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the newcomeis hopefully. The rope was still I pa~se, a~ he looked the boy over with a critical
about his neck, and the other end, hunl? down eye.
,
from the liD?b above, ready_ for any on': to l'.!rasp
"Yes, it:hat's rii?ht, >Hog, thou1?h I will say that
1t and pull him upward. Wild shot a Quick dance I don't call myself the champion deadshot. 'That
at his partners, and seeinl? that they were ready is a title that others hav~ ,iriven me. But I'm a
for anything- that mig-ht happen, he coollv dis- mil?htY l?Ood shot .iust the same."
mounted and then i1?norinl!' the -villains entirely,
"So a1n I."
walked strai1d1t to Sally, and removed the ro»e
"Tom -Lucas told me that.' 1
~
from his· neck,
"He did, eh? Well, it's a wonder he would be
"I don't know what they were 1?0in1? to hanl? willin' to admit it."
you for," he said, in his cool an_d easy way, ''but
. "That's all right, Ho1?. I'm always willqi' to
I am always opposed to a 1ynchmit.eJf you hl;lve give a man what belon1?s to him. You're somedone anythinl? that makes you deservml? of beml? what s ift with a l?Un, I know, but I reckon I'm
put to death I reckon you had better be turne_d .iest abqut as swift as you are. You heard what
over to the sheriff or some other official who lll I said a little while a1?0."
supposed to take care of such fellows. ~aybe · "Maybe it might be nip an' tuck between us,"
you can· explain why • it was they we1·e l?Oll11!" to Hell? said, after a pause. "What's the use of us
han11: you, though?"
.e.:ittin' out there an' shootin' it out? One or both
"They was goin' to hang me 'cause I foun~ of ,.u~ •mi~h~ !?it killed.:'
·
some money in the shanties what's empty now an
Im willm to take my chances on it."
didn't want to divide it up with 'em," Sally an"I:d be ~illin', too, if the_r~ was .any rial cause
swered, eagerly.
.
for it, but Jest now there amt. You're soon with
"He lied about it." one of the crowd spoke a ,l?Un, ;m' so al'll. I. It would be nip an' tuck,
up. "He said he hadn't found no money.''
!hat's sa11;in. W:e'll let it drop for a while. an' see
"Then you were 1roing to bani? him because he if we cant strai1?hten up this trouble here." •
lied, is that it?" Wild asked, a neculiar smile
"You can't straighten up any trouble, Ho1?."
showinl? on his face."
our hero called out, in his cool and easy wav: 11 1
"! reckon that's about the size of it, vounl?: reckon I'm the one to do that. Don't ·t hink that
feller."
because 1'111. only a boy that I can't do it. either:
"Well, I hardly think a liar should be nu 1shed I've heard ~11 a?out you and •your gang. There
by han1rin1?. so if this fellow is wise he will,, 1ret a:,:e somethm~ h~e twenty of you here who de'away lltrom the diJ?gings as fast as he can.
ci~ed to r1:mam and prev unon the stran1?ers who
Sally took the hint. Without waitin1r a second mig·ht arrive. . Y ?u're a fi_ne lot o~ ~riminals. I
he began backinit away from the crowd, and see- must say. There s a cell m some Jail for every
ing that no one offered to follow him, ~e .turned one of You, b'ut I doubt if i:nany of you will ever
and ran as if for his life. He was quicklv lost get that far. It rather strikes me that the most
to view behirid one of the shanties, and then ~he ?f Y01;1 ~v~re born to be shot rather than rocked un
young dead shot turned to the leader,, and said: m .,a .1a1l.,,
.
"I sun'Dose your name is Hol? Jenks.
Boys, Hol? remarked, with a shru11; of the
"You're s'posin' jest about right. kid," Ho11: shoulders, as he . turnl;d and looked at those he
retorted, insolently, for he seemed to have re- counted on as bem11; his Joy.al sunporters, "this is
covered himself vretty well by this time.
what I call a mighty funny situation. Here's
"Good! My name is Young- Wild West."
twenty of us standin' rig-ht here takin' all this
Hog- J?ave a violent start, and then looked ques- f~om a kid. Of course he's got Tom Lucas with
tionin11;ly at Tom Lucas, who still held the re- hrm ,fn' a couple of others. That only makes
volver in his hand ready to fire at the least no- four.
tice.
"Four kin do a whole lot when they're readv to
"There ain't no mistake ab.out it, Hog-," L_ucas do it, an'. I !eckon they're ready jest now, Hog,"
spoke up. "He's Youn1? Wild West all right. Reddy, his lieutenant, retorted quickly.
He's the boy what kin outshoot anythinl? that
"Yes, that's jest what I "'8S 11:oin' to say. Well,
ever walked o:i;i two legs. You1re a _putty l?.OOd I don't believ.e any of yer wants to d'ie any quickone, an' so .am I. But I reckon neither of us er than I do, an' that me.ans that I don't want to
could hold a candle to Y ounl? Wild West."
die at all. There ain't no use in bein' shot down
Jim Dart had moved over close to the door of so we'll jest submit. You know what submit is'.
the si;iloon. He had been near enou1rh to see don't yer?" and he turned quickly to our hero,
Wild shoot the gun · from Jerry's hand. and he
"I reckon I do. I've seen so many of your
felt tliat it was his duty just then to keep a stripe submit to what I tell them that it has got
watch upon the man who had hastened inside af- to be an old thing.'-'
ter dnppin!! his J?un. But it bappened that the
"It -has, eh? Well, some of these times it mi11;ht
proprietor of the saloon was sittin11: on a chair be a new thing."
nursing a flesh wound on his ri11;ht wrist .iust
"I'm vretty well satisfied that you'll never
then, and from the way he acted it was hardly show me that it's a new thing, Ho11;. · But say,
that he would attemnt to fire another shot very you certainl~ have a fine name. I rather like it.
- soon. None of the rest of the gang m;lde the It just fits you, doesn't it?"
least ~ove to p_ull a weapon, but by th~ loo~s. of
"Maybe it does. I was always tryin' to cit
them 1t was plam that they would ~e Qu_1te '?'illll'll?: , more than my share of everything, an' that's why
to shoot down th?se who had 'arrived m time to I come by the name of HoJ?."
flrevent the Jynchm11;. Howeve:, they were c.o wed
"Well, Ho11;, there is one think that you'll never
and that. was all there was to 1t.
tet any more than y.our share of. You know
"So you're Young Wild West, the champ,ion what that is.''
.
deadshot, ai-e yer?" Hog Jenks remarked, after a
"Yes, I s'pose I do. I ain't as ignorant as you
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a big- cotton handkerchie! tied about the wounded wrist, Jerry hastened to g-et behind the little
taug-ht there. You mean that I'll die some time, bar,
an' when any man does that he can't g-it no more"I s'pose you want a little pizen ?" • he said,
than his own share. He sartinly can't die for looking- inQuiring-ly at the vounl?' deadshot.
somebody else.'~
"Not on your life, boss. I. have never yet
"Right you are, Hol?'. Now, then. if I were tasted whisky, and if I keep of the same mind
you I would advise the g-anir to , break away and as I am now I never will. Have vou got any
mind their own business. We are goin_g- to stop gin_g-er-pop ?"
·
here at the busted minin.ir camp for a while, and
"Yes, I've g-ot a lot of it. That stuff never did
if you fellows don't behave -yourselves while we're sell much here.''
here there will be a whole lot less of you when
"All rig-ht, put out a few -bottles.''
we j('et throu_g-h with you."
Jerry was forced to lift aside some boxes in
"Huh! That sounds all rig-ht when you have order to obtain what the boy called for, and havsz-ot thing-s your own way. Knowini you to be as ing- one hand to do it with it took him some little
Quick as lisz-htnin' with a g-un, I'd be a fool to say time. Walkin_g- to the door, our hero nodded to
anything- different. You would g-it me afore I had Jim Dart, who had dismo ted and -was standthe least chance, an' most likely your pards an' ing- there close to his horse, and said:
Tom Lucas would g-it a lot more of us. We ain't
"Just call Hop. I reckon the girls won't deno fools, kid. You ~ave e-ot it your own way eline a bottle of pop apiece.''
jest now, so g-o rig-ht ahead. We don't care how • Jim g-ave a nod, and then promptly shouted to
lonsz- you stay in the busted minin' camp. But . the Chinaman the youn11: deadshot referred to.
you kin bet that we're g-oin' to do things the way
Hop, who was sometimes called Young- Wild
we want to do 'em. no matter what you say. West's clever Chinee, Quickly dismounted and
Now, then, you have heard my sentiments.''
ran ea_g-erly to the shanty.
·
" A putty windy g-aloot, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie
"Velly nicee day, so be," he remarked to the
ventured. · "Sorter slin_g-s out the American Ian- crowd ·of villains, who still ling-ered a. short
.e:ua_g-e putty g-ood too, don't he?"
.
distance away. "Me velly g-lad to see you."
"Oh, he's no fool, Charlie. even thoug-h he 1s a ·
Some of them laughed, and others looked atho,e:-," the boy answered, with a laug-h.
him in ang-er and disg-ust. But Hop only laug-h"Come on, boys," the leader called out, motion- ed, and steppin.e: past Jim, came into the saloon
in.e: for the crowd to follow him as he started to bowing- and smilin_g-.
leave.
"Whattee wantee, Misler Wild?" he a sked.
"Hold on. there!" Youn.I!: Wild West exclaimed,
"I reckon we'll treat the .l!:'irls. But we won't
raising a wa rning- fing-er. "I reckon you fellows fetch them in here, because this is no fit place
had better scatter. If you g-et together in a for them. Y QU take out some of these bottles,
bunch you'll probably be fooli sh enoug-h to make and if you can find three clean, g-lasses take
up your mind s to rush upon us and make an them, too."
attack. If you do that vou'll all be shot down,
But Jerry was already busy rinsing- some
and I'll t ell you honestly that I never want to .irlasses, and he put them on the bar Quite willshoot a man unless there is no other way. Now, ing-ly. Hop took half a dozen bottles of the
then, just scatter. I mean by that that some mineral water which was called pop, and went
of you can g-o one way and some another, while on out. When he had delivered them to the g-irls
those who feel like .1!:'0in.l!:' into the saloon can he lost no time in coming- back.
do so.''
"Misler Wild," he said, "me g-ottee lillee pain,
" You mean that you don't want us all to git so be."
together '<'a use you would be afraid that we
"Of course you have. I expected that before,"
would g·it th e best of yer," Hog called out. sar- was the reply. "You want a little tanglefoot
casticaJl y.
to cure the pain.'' .
"Do vou reall y think that?" Wild a sked.
"Lat li_g-ht, Misler Wild, me wantee lillee
"Sartin I do.'' .
·
·
tang-]efoot.''
"All rig-ht, then, keep together. Now g:o ah ead.
"Here yer are," Je!r"'. answere,1 readil,. "Take
If you want to i?et cleaned out in a hurry go what you want. This 1s my treat. Youn.I!: Wild
ahe.a d with your _1!:ame. I won't s:rv anv more West ain't .irot to pay a cent.''
just now.'' ·
_"Hohl ,,on, there, my friend, you are making- a
So saying, the boy turned on his heel and coolly mistake, th~ young- deadshot spoke up . . I don't
walked into the saloon. Jerry arose to his feet want_ to tlnn~ that I am try ing- to bulldose
1
and turned very i:iale. when he saw the bov who JOU mto ti"eatmg: us. That wont
g-o. I am g-ohad wounded him in the arm comin.l!:' in.
111.1!:' to pay you your regular price for this stuff."
"Don't be afraid, you sneaking- coyote!" Wild
"Suit yours,elf, then .. ~ut you're welcome. just
said, smiling- at him. "It was a clever trick you the same. Im exp~cti_n to bust _up he~e anv
pla~·ed a little while ag-o. You thoug-ht you could day. As soon a s I git_ nd of w~at hQuor Ive g-ot
down Tom Lucas when he wasn't looking-, didn't on ha,r;id I mean to hit the trail for some other
you?"
place.
"That's all right. He ain't no friend of mine,
"Wild," Jim called out from the door im1t
an' Hog Jenks is," was the reply.
then. "l reckon Hog- has changed hi,; mind. H 'fl
"Say no more about it. If you'-re running- this comin_g- here with some of his friend s."
place get behind the bar there and attend to
"Let him come, Jim. That's all right." wu
business.''
.
the reply.
"Oh, I'll do that mig-hty Quick." and with his
Then, · sure enough, Jenks, Redd,· and four ·
right hand thrust into the bosom of his shirt and of the others came walking- in. Then Cheyenne
wa.; a youngster, an' I ain't forg-ot what I was
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Charlie was not long in following them, J im still
remaininJ!' at the door. as if on guard.

CHAPTER . I_V .-Hog Je:Qks. and His Crowd
Remain
Docile.
,•

•

"You g Wild West," Hog Jenks said , in a matter of fact way, as he nodded to the boy, "we'd
sorter talked it over an' our co11clusion is that
there ain't no use in bein' bad friend s. Even if
everythinJ? is true what Tom Lucas told yer, it
don't say that we're goin' to bother with vou.
Of course me an' Tom has got to have it out
some time; but not jest now. He's out there an'
if he's willinl!' to come in I'll treat him."
But it seemed tha!' Lucas thoul!'ht it was necessary for hitn to remain outside, and he was
watching the rest of the J!'ang a s thev went off
toward a J!'Ood-sized shantv which had been occupied as a store, a few da ys before. He kne'IW
this was the headQuarters of the ganJ!'. Thev had
taken possession of it immediately after the owner abandoned it, and the y had found quite a few
thinJ!'S in the wa y of eatables that had been left
there because it was too much trouble to ca rry
them awa y. Of course Jerrv had purcha sed a
vast quantity 'bf provisions before the storekeeper
left. The ganJ!' he was a member of had stolen
as much more, so the villains had fil!'ured that
they ould not sta rve even thoue:h thev had to
remain there three or four weeks without havinl!'
a chance to buy or sell anvthinl!' more. Lucas
was not afraid of the villains, and he knew the:v
were all afraid of him, even to their leader, so
leavinJ!' hi s horse standinJ!', he follo;ved the J!'anJ!'
and boldly walked into the store after the last
one had enter ed it. "'
"You fellers is a fine lot," J,e declared, speakin,r to them fearlessly. "I told vou all two or
three times that if you stuck to HoJ!' Jenks it
would be the end of yer sooner 'or later. But vou
have been stickin' to him an' you're stickin' to
him yet. Now you see who's here. That kid
who shot the J!'un from Jerry's hand is one of the
wonders of the world. He kin outshoot anv
man you ever seen or heard tell of. He's made
a reputation for himself, an' it's known all over.
He ain't afraid of chained liJ!'htin', either. much
less a sneakin' crowd like this is. Now. then :
I'm ,roin' to tell you somethin' what you ouJ!'hter
do. You don't have to do it, of course, but I'm
l!'oin' to tell you jest the same."
"What are you l!'Oin' to tell us, Tom?" one of
them asked, showinl!' that he was somewhat interested.
"I'm J!'Oin' to tell yer that the ouicker you break
away from HoJ!' Jenks the better it -fill be for
yer. The camp is busted, an' you know it. so
what's the use of hangin' around here waitin' for
the chance to rob stranJ!'ers when thev happen to
1
/come here?"
"That's all riJ!'ht, Tom," another spoke up.
"You know a s . well as I do that we've always
been put down a s bein' thieves an' everything
else. If it hadn't been for HoJ!' some of us
wouldn't be livin' toda y. He kept the l!:ang .to~ether so there wasn't no danger of us bein' shot
or hung or chased out of the camp. He stuck to
llS, so it ain't no more than right for us to stick
to him, · We ain't goin' to stay here ver y long,

-

'.caui:;e ~ftei: a while the .&?rub wiil run out: But
if we km JHck up a few dollars while we're here
it will' lie all the better ,when we're readv to
leave."
"All right, then," T.om answered, when he saw
that nearly every one of them sanctioned what
the fellow said. "Go ril!'ht ahead an' stick to
Hog Jenks . . But you kin bet your life that I'm
· Jtoin' to dt Ho.&? Jenks afore I e:o' awav from here.
When I went away this mornin' vou all know that
I ~asn't doin' it 'cause I was afraid. I went
'cause I thoue:ht there was nothin' more here for
me. Now, then, Youne: Wild West has decided to
stop in the busted camp for a little while an'
I'm goin' to sta~• with him. If he don't ~ake
thinJ!'s hum in Golden Bubble afore he's • readv to
go I'll miss iny e:uess. But I'm goin' to tell you
once more that I'm goin' to git Hol!' afore I go.
That's about all I want to say."
Then after looking abou the interior of the
store and noticinJ!' that the men had fixed it up
a s a sort of livinJ!' place, Lucas turned and walked
outside.
l,Ile did not even look behind him. for he knew
the ~haracte~ of the men so well that he was not
afraid of beml!' shot at. He did not e:o into the
shanty saloon, however, but made his wav to
y;here t he girls had dismounted and were waitmg.
"Well, ~als," he said, smiling at them. "I reckon
Young Wild West sorter took the starch out .of
tht bad gang, didn't he?"
"He always does that," Arietta answered
smilinl!'ly. "It's wonderful to· see how Wild c~
cow a gang of ruffians. I reallv think there couldn't be a person on earth as cool as he is. That
is what_ accounts for it, you know. He always
keeps his head and never i?ets excited."
"I heard enouJ!'h of him afore I met him to
know somethin' about ·that, but what I've seen in
the last few minutes makes me think that I d1dn 't
hear half as much about him a s what he k in
do when he wants to. But," and he looked around
thoui?h_tfullv: "since you're e:oin' to sta y here,
most likely 1t would be a e:ood idea to pick out
one of the best of the shanties what's left ,·acant."
" hardl y think Wild would care to do that"
Arietta answered, with a shake of the head. "He
would much rather camp out and sleep in a tent
than to stop in a shanty that wasn't over clean ."
"That's so, too. it ain't likely there's anything
hut dirt left in most of 'em. - I s'pose if you was
goin' to camp you mig.ht -put up the tents ril!'ht
alonJ?side of this brook over here. There's a
shanty there what a man used to live in what had
a wife an' kid. It ain't a very hie: place, but it
might be \lSed for somethin'. · S'pose we camp
right alongside of it?"
"We had better wait and see what Wild savs
about it," the J!'irl answered. "But it will be all
riJ!'ht for us to go over there and Wing ca n u nload the pack-horses."
"Oh, I think Youne: Wild West would pick out
this place, anyhow," the prospector declared, noddin~ his head
a satisfied way. "I'll J?o an'
a i::k him about it, if you say so."
"You might do that. You can take these em-pty
bottles with you, if you like."
"Pshaw! " and Luca~ laughed. "There ain't no
need of takin' them bottles back. It ain't likel:v
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Jerry, the bos. of the saloon.
·~ver hav anv "He has just swall9wed :i little n1rasol. and I
,
use -for 'em a11:'in. He means to l?lt out ?f here suppose it's hurtinl? his insides a little."
"Swallowed a parasol! You don't mean one of
jest as soon as he i?its alf the monev he km from
the j!.'an11:. He's jest as bad as anv of\the_ ?'est of them little umbrellas that the women folks carrv
'em but he's fi11:Urin' on g-ittin' all he\..km from sometimes. do ver?"
"Yes, that's just what I do mean. But it's a
'em' jest the same. A thief is a thief, an' I haooen' t·o know that them what's here wi\l steal f!om very small one. Hardlv larl!"e enoue:h for a baby,
the thers. That's the way it was w1th the httle but Quite lare:e enoue:h to hurt his stomach, I
shrimp thev was 11:oine: to han11:. He •
hold of suppose."
Hop leaped about. fell upon the floor. crawled
some money an' lied about it so he w~u'rdn't have
to divide it with the rest. A funny thml? to want upon his hands and knees and then turned
to han11: him for. But that's jest like Ho11: Jenks somersault, at the ~;i.me time l!'roaninl? as if in
a,e:ony. Then suddenly he leaped to his feet. anti
an' a few more of 'em."
making- a .e:rab at liis mouth seemed to pull tl;ie
Arietta thou11:ht the place was all rig-ht to c:imo parasol from
it.
·
at but she knew Wild always settled upon such
"Ah!" he si.e:hed, strai,e:htenin11: up. "Me al!ee
fuing-s and she would not decide uoon it until he
lig·ht now."
had his say.
"Mi.e:hty luckv to 1?it that thinl!' out of you. I
"If vou don't mind you can e:o over there and
sorter think." Lucas declared.
tell Wild we're waitinl!: to find out where we ar
"You kin bet your life he's lucky," the scout
e:oin11: to stop," she said, noddin11: to the orosanswered. with a .e:rin. "But he's the luckiest
pector.
. .
heathen you ever seen, anvhow, an' the smartest
"All right, miss, I'll g-o rie:ht away. ,I did une. too, ain't yer, Hop?"
allow that I wasn't g-oin' in there at all. cause
"Me vel!y smartee Chinee. Misler Charlie."
I didn't want to make things anv worse than thev Hoo retorted, as if he was oleasP.d to acknowled.e:e
was. I ain't afraid one bit of Hog- Jenk_s or an_v it."
of the rest of 'em. But it sorter m1e:ht stir
"I've seen lots of funny thine:s in my time,
things up if I went in a little_ wh~le ag-o. ~o"';· but I never seen anytl),init like that," Lucas demost likely things is puttv omet. cam~e, I d11n t clared.
hear nothin' in the way of a rumpus e:om on.
"You ain't seen as much as I have, then," Hog
So saying, he left his horse with the 11:irls and Jenks spoke up, looking- at im frownin.e:ly .
Wing Wah, and hurried toward the shantv saloon. "That's onlv what they call ma.e:1c. I've been to
There was no one outside the place at all. and as as many as twentv-five theaters in my time. an'
the rest of the gang- remained inside the store, I've seen jest sich thin11:s as that done. J·here
there was not a man to be seen anywhere. But ain't nothin' wonderful about it, when vou cnme
as he came to the Blazinl? Star Saloon a burs.t or to fi.e:ure it all up. It's sleight-of-hand. That
laug-hter sounded,. and then he knew. that so!lle- heathen has .e:ot mi.e:hty ouick hands, an' he kin
thing- funny must be in oroe:res~. This surpnsed do thin.e:s so suddert like that thev fool us. I
Luc8-i5 not a little, so he hur~1edlv entered. It ain't sayin' he ain't a smart heathen, though,"
ha'l)pened that ~op Wah had Just"started t~~n- and he tur'ned and looked at Wild as if he were
tertain the villamous e:ane: of the busted mmmg apologizing-.
camp."
"It matters not what you say. Ho.e:," the bov
The Chinaman was a born practical joker. and answered, smilingly. If vou take mv advice vou'll
being- cifted with the art of slei1?ht-of-hand, he never try to make trouble for that Chinaman.
was r~lly a wonder in his wav. It was seldom. Why, he could eat you alive. if hP. took a notion.
indeed that he lost the ooPortunitv to olay a joke Anoth01' thin.e:, don't do anv 1?all!bling- with him.
or do' something- that was mvstifyin$!.' to those I have an idea that a little later on he might proabout him, and after satisfyinl? himself that the pose a game of draw ooker or Perhaps he may
"bad Melican men," as he called them, were very want to roll the dice. If vou out any money up
docile, he started in. The first thing- he did was a.e:ainst his you will surelv lose it."
to produce a tiny Japanese nara11ol that was made
"Much obliged to vou for savin' all that, You/ii!'
of tissue paper and jointed bamboo.
Wild West. I don't know as I'~ l?Ot anv notion
Where the parasol came from no one seemed to make trouble for the heathoo, but when it
to know, but to all appearances Hoo drew it from comes to playin' poker or chuckin' the dice, I'd
his mouth. After he had raised it and paraded be willin' to put myself al?in vou or anvone else.
about the room two or threa times he swallowed I don't car if he is a sleight-of-hand performer."
"All ri.e:lit, you can do as you like about it. I
it, and then he made out that he was tatten with
a pain, and his antics were so co~ical as he went thoua-ht I'd tell you. that's all."
about the room holdin11: · uoon h1~ stomach and
Hop a1?ain disposed of the oarasol. this time
making- all sorts of faces that even Hoa- laug-hed. causing- it to disappear g-raduallv down his throat.
It was at this very moment that Lucas came in, while he kept biting and chewin.e:. When the last
and seeing the Chinaman doubled up as if in of it was out of sight he stroked his stomach afagony, he could not understand it. He. looked fectionately aQd 1?ave a nod and said:
que tioningly at Younit Wild West and his part"Lere! Evelythling- allee li1?ht now. No hurt
,~ers, for Jim had now entered the place, though Lis time. Now, Len, me havee lillee dlink of
he was remaininit close to the door. They were tang-lefoot."
smiling-, so this made it more mystifyinl? than
He invited all hands to join him at the bar,
ever.
and Jerry promptlv 1?ave them what thev called
"What's the matter with the heathen?" Lucas for.
"See here, Wild," Lucas said. as he thou1?ht of
Questioned, steoPinit uo to our hero.
"Nothin,r very much. I reckon." was the reply. what he had come there for. "I was talkin' ~
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Miss Arietta jest now about where you're g-oin'
to stop while vou stav in Golden Bubble Camp.
She said as how it• wasn't likelv vou would want
to :put up in one of the shanties on account of 'em
bein' putty dirty inside. Then I showed her a
m'ighty good place out there bv the brook, if you
want
put UP the tents there."
"All· right, Tom," was the ;reply. "I reckon
that will be as g-ood as any."
"But she said she wanted vou to see the place
first . afore they done . anvthint?"."
"Very well. We'll all r,:o over there now, then.
It will be noon pretty soon, and I suppose our
cook would like to start p:repa rinr,: dinner. I
reckon Hop will be all riidit here. These fellows
won't harm him. that's one thin!?" certain. If they
trv such a thinr,: he'll blow them into a thousand
pieces, for he always carries half· a dozen sticks
of d~amite in his pockets."
This was said to friirhten the villains, .and it
certainly had .its eff.ect upon them. for those who
had been standinP- close to th e Chinaman promptly drew back. Nodding to Charlie and Jim. the
vounJ? deadshot went on out of, the place. Lucas
followed him, and the bov's nartners went riirht
after him, takinl? care to keen an eve on those
they left in the place. But it was hardly necessarv to do this. for HoJ? ancl the others were notat all inclined to do anvthim!' iust then. The four
walked quickly to the spot where the J?irls and
Wini?- were waiting, and seeint?" that it was an admirable spot to camp unon. Wild at once told
the irang to proceed to unloacl the pack-horses.
"Where my blother?" Wint?" asked, as he looked
around and :(ailed to see HoP coming.
"That's all rhrht. We'll lend a hand. Hop is
over there amusinJ?_ a few villains," Wild told
'nim.
·.
Then they all lent a hand. and it was not a
1freat while before the two tents we,_·e erected
-.tnd the camp put in shape, while the horses were
tied so they could get what there was -to eat
on the banks of the brook.

Then Hop calmly took a seat at a table, and
taking- a ciirar from one of his pockets, struck
a match and lii.rhted it. While he had no such
thing as dynamite on his person, he did have· a
half dozen or more home-made firecrackers,
which would make tremendous reports when exploded. He decided right then and there to set
one of the crackers off before he- left the place.
But he 'W not read y .iust yet. He knew prettv
well that--:Ho_g- would be willing to play cards
with him, and that was what b e was itching for
now. Taking a pack of cards. from his pocket, he
gave it a shuffle and then proceeded to show
them an or dinary trick. Most of them had seen
the same trick, but all but Hor,: showed iz-reat
interest. Having given them a sample of a fe w of
his ordinary tricks, Hop decided to show t hem
one that they had never seen before. He k new
that the card tricks would S\ilrely lead to a irame
of draw poker, but he was satisfi ed to wait a
while.
"Now, len," he said, addressinr,: Reddy, who
really seemed to be the most interested one of
the lot, "you takee um card -flom um deck.'•
"All right, heathen," was the reply, and as
Hop held out the cards Redd y selectrd one, and
after looking- at it himself he showed it to his
companions and then returned it to the pack.
"You remember um card ? " Hop asked.
"Sartin I -will.''
"Allee li,e.:ht. Now you w.atchee."
Then the Chinaman looked about the r oom , after which he turned to the boss of the shanty
and said:
"You g-ottee um cigar box, so be?"
"J: reckon I have. Here yer are," and an
empty cir,:ar box was handed . over.
The clever Chinee opened it and• showed the
man that there was nothing- in side it, -and then
he ~epped over to the further end of the room
and placed it upon a table upon its end.
"Now, Jen, you watchee," he said, as he stepped
back to the table upon which Jay the . pack of
cards. Pfaking them up he sorted the cards over
and tl1en handed one of them to Reddy, ~yinJ?:
.,
"Lat um card?"
"Yes," was the quick reply. "It's the kins.? of
· CHAPTER V.-The Poker Game.
clubs. That's the one I looked at a minute
The six villains in the saloon no sooner saw ago."
"Huh!" exclaimed HoJ?, looking at Reddv in disYoung- Wild West and his friends go out than
they became very talkative, though not one of ,ru st.. "You don't call that no trick, do ver? I
.
. them showed a~ inclination to injure or even kin do that my:self.''
"Lat allee light," Hop spoke up. "You waitee.
touch the clever Chinee.
"Say, heathen," one of them said, looking rath- Me showee you vellv nicee tlick, so be. You takee
er shvlv at Hop, · "what do you carrv dynamite um card and makee in lillee pieces.''
"I won't have nothin' to do with it. I've seen
around ·with yer for?"
'--,
"Lat allee light," was the reply. "Nobody all them kind of tricks afore, an' I kin do that
hu:ftee me Jen. If bad Melican man hittee me um one myself."
dvnamite go bang! Len he gittee killee velly
"You tear i.zn card in lillee pieces, len." and
Hop turned to Reddy.
qiiickee."
"I reckon so. But wouldn't you git killed, too?"
"Sartin I will, heathen," and the villain pro"No," and Hop looked at "him soberly. "Dyna- ceeded to do so.
mite no killee· me. Me velly smarte Chinee.''
When he had torn tbe card into about two
"Must be rni,rhty smart, I reckon," spoke up dozen pieces Hop reached in his loose-fittinJ?
Jenks, sneerinr,:ly. "I reckon you can't stand blouse and drew forth - the oldfashioned six- -<~
dvnamite anv better than any one else. But may- shooter he always carried with him. It was a
be you're fopl enour,:h to caITY some of the stuff very clums y looking weapon, and beinJ? of the
around with ver. Jest look out how you act style that were in use lonJ? before the Civil War,
with it, 'cause we don't want to be b]owed sky- some of the men smiled. But ;Hop paid no attention to this. He quickly itathered UP the
hi~h for uothin'."
"Allee lii:ht. Me lookee outtee velly muchee." pieces of the torn card anll jammed them into
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t he muzzle of the pistol. When the last piece
had been olaced there he used a common lead
oencil to force them all down as far as thev would
e-o. Ravine- done this he tu
to Reddv and
.# .aid:
"Now, !en, you watchee. Me_s hootee um
lillee pieces of um card in um box, and when vou ,
open um box you findee um care! allee light. Um
king- of cluos be lere."
"What do you think of that, Hoe:?" Redd \- answered, as if he felt sure that the leader had
never seen that trick performed.
"I ain't doin' no thinkin' jest yet," was the
reply. "I'll wait an' see if it happens."
"Allee light. You watchee."
Then -Hop stepped to within about ten feet oi
the cig-aJI' box, and cocking the weapon pulled the
trig-g-er.
Bang! There was a goo cha rge of oowder
that exploded, and the reoort was loud enough to
make those inside think of the dynamite the
Chinaman was suooosed to carry. But the y
Quickly forg-ot about it. and when Hop called
Reddy and told him to get the box and bring- it
~ · over to the table the rest steoped uo a little
closer to see the result. Reddy g-ot the box. and
Quickly brought it to the table where Hop was
standing in waiting~
"You open um box, m y Melican fliend, " Hop
said, blandly.
Redd y did so, and then he gave a start a nd
exclaimed: "Great snakes! That's the card, a s
sure as I like."
Then he reached into the box and pulled out
t he king of clubs, holdinir it uo so his companions
could see it.
"Velly nicee tlick, so be," Hop declared, as he
threw out his chest and out on an air of importance. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"That's about the best I've seen, anyhow,"
Jerry, the proprietor, admitted. "How about it,
Hog-?"
"Oh, I don't know as there's anything wonderful about it. I can't say that I've seen exactly
the same thing done afore, but I've seen thing-s
so much like it that it don't surprise ~e a whole
lot. Of course that ain't the same card 'what
Reddy tore up."
"Yes, it is," Jerry declared. "This heathen is
somethin' out of the ordinary, Hog. He's a regular he-witch, that's wl'iat he is."
Hop now put away his pistol, and turned his attention to the pack of cards again.
"Too bad," he .said, as he was looking the caPd~
over. "Me no gottee um kine: of clubs. Me likee
havee lillee gamee dlaw pokee."
" If you want to do that I reckon Jerry has got
cards," Hog spoke up, as he stepped up close to
the table and seized a chair.
"You wantee play?" Hoo asked, as if he was
surprised at the manner of the man.
"Yes. I don't care what Youne: Wild West said
about you bein' so smart. I'll olav with anybody.
I · ain't afraid of you winnin' my money. I've
een handlin' cards all my life, an' I reckon I
oue:hter know somethin' about 'em."
"I'll play, too," Jerry chi:oped in.
"!n• if you don't mind I'll take a little hand
m yself," came from Reddy.
Then the others wanted to play. But Hoo looked at them and shook his head.
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"Me likee play fivee-handee," he declared. "Lat
velly nicee iramee, so be."
.
"Five is enough, that's true," the t>roorietor decla red.
"I t.eckon it wiff have to be enough," said Hog .
"There's some here a s Y,1mts to play that I know
ain't got enough money to g-o in a game. When
I play poker it's alwa ys srot to be a no-limit
game, an' there a in 't no st raight flushes or
stra ig hts count ed, · either. If a man's lucky
enough to e:it fo ur aces he's l?Ot the best hand
out , a n' four kings a in't no more than a pair of
deuces to it."
"Me likee lat," Hoo declared, with a satisfied
nod. !! Some timee me gittec four lillee aces. Me
like um aces vell y· muchee. Ley nicee cards."
"Four deuces ain't so bad," Jerr y ventured,
with a grin, a s he took a seat at the table. "It
ain't very time there's four of a kind sliowin'
uo in a hand."
"Not vell y often," Hop a dmitted, with a shake
of his bea d. " Now !en, we cuttee f o1· dealee."
Jerr y had brought a brand-new pack of cards
with him to t he table, and Hop Quickly threw out
the extra card which is called the joker and gave
them a huffle.
Then the g-ame beg-an. Our readers are well
aware how most of the poker e:ames that Hop was
ene:ae:ed in wound up, and this one was no exception. After Hop had re.oeatedly won with
his usual four aces the others tumbled he was
too much fo r them. However, they stuck it out
until t here was an unusually large pot on the
table, and · when Hop produced his four aces
again and grabbed the money Hog ordered him
to place it back on the table. Then it happenfll.
that there was a loud explosion followed by
dense smoke and the Chinaman slipped out oi the
place and ran sw~tly to the camp.

a

CHAPTER VI.-Hoe: and Reddy Make a
Raid.
The villains actually thoug-ht it was dynamite
that had exploded, and it was several seconds
before any of them fully realized that he was
still alive. Then there was a rush for the door,
and all got outside, includin~ the proprietor.
The gang- occupying the store ~ame out the moment they heard the explosion, -and they ran
over and mingled with the victims of t1te clever
Chinee. Everybody wanted to know what had
happened, and the only thine: in the way of information they received was that one of Young
Wild West's Chinamen had exploded a stick of
dyhamite, and then disappeared.
"Disappeared, eh?" one of those who had been
in the store said, with a shrue: of the shoulders.
"I reckon I was about the first one to e:it to the
door when that big report sounded. I seen a
Chinaman runnin' over that v,ay as fast as he
could go. That's the way he disappeared."
"Oh, I don't think he got blowed to pieces,"
Jerry declared. "That heathen is altogether too
smart for anything- like that. He cleaned us out
of a nice little pile of money, an' then made the
explosion so he could g-it away with it. That's
plain enough for anyone to see."
"That's jest what he done," Hoe: Jenks added,
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"So would I," his pard declared. "But it ain't
hi s eyes flashinJ!.". "Jest wait a while, an' we'll
l!'it that money back an' a whole lot more with very likely, 'cause most likely somebodv !las
it. We've J!."Oin' to hanl!' around Golden Bubble- been met on the way over."
"That won't ma e no difference. If a stranl!'er
Camp for a while yet, an' we'll see who will
has started for here he'll come ri.1tht on. even
come out at the top of the heap."
There wa s much talk about the incident. and thoul!'h he find s out that almost everybody has
the crowd linl!'ered at the saloon unt il noon came. left here. It will sorter make him think that
Then the members of the bad l!'anl!' went to their there may be a. chance for him, an' he'll satisfy
various Quarters and prepared somethinl!' to eat. his curiosity an' come. You kin depen d on that.
Hol!' was one of the first to fini sh his dinner. and Reddy. I ain't no fool, an' I've got a wav of
when he harl puffed away at his oipe for a while thinkin' thinl!'s over that most men a in't got."
"I know yer have," Reddy declared. lookin_g at
he conceived the idea of finishinl!' the .iob that
had bPen bel!'un bv the !ittle man called Sally. his leader admiringly. "You have got a head on
.
"Reddy," he said, turninl!' to his pard, who was you, an' no mistake, HoJ!."."
What the bags and bundles contained could not
with him in the shanty, "that wizen-face<\ liar
what Younl!' Wild West saved from bein' hunl!' have been worth more than twenty <loflars, at
sorter knowed what he was doin'. after all. I the most. Dirty blankets. well worn- clothinir
reckon it would be a J!."Ood idea fer us to go that had been discarded by the miners when they
throul!'h ever y shantv an' l!'ather uo everythinl!' left so hun:iedly, hnd some cooking utensil s,
there is that's worth anvthing. I happen to about summed up the total. Of course an v one
know that a whole lot of men went away an' wantinl!' such things mi1?ht be willinl!' to pav a
left considera ble stuff. Maybe we won't :find gpcd price for them. Sally looked the pile over
much in the way of monev, but there's blankets critically, and then he stepped over and picked
an' clothe!: an' sich like. S'pose we make the up a muddy sack that had no doubt been filled
with l!'rain at one time. It was still in good conrounds ril!'ht now?"
"Tha t suits me all right, HoJ!."." Reddy an- dition, there being no holes in it, and holdinJ? it
swered. a s he arose from the rickety table and up he laid it upon the table. •
"What are you J!:Oin' to do with that bag?"
wiped hi s mouth on "the sleeve of his shirt. ''It's
Reddy asked.
funny no one ever thought of that afore."
"I've got another idea," was the reply. "Jest
"Well, Sa lly thoug-ht of it, an' he fiJ!:ured on
.1tittin' all hf; could.· I wonder where the little look out of the door an' see if any one's · hang-in'
around. I reckon me an' you is enough to look
l!aloot went?"
"None ·of us had a chance to see. YouII.J!: Wild after this little thin.1t."
His pard obeyed, and informed him that there
West advised him to lil!'ht out, an' 1· s'pose he
went an' l!'Ot a horse somewhere an' has clone it. was nobody about the shanty. '
"Now then," Hol!' said, speaking in a low tone
If he didn't he'll wish he had, 'cause if I happen
to set my peepers on him al!'ain I'm goin' to of voice as Reddy sat down before him, "this
here baJ,: is g-oin' to be filled with somethin'
shoot to kill."
"So am I, Reddy. Sally ain'~ fit to belong to that's worth while. There's Jerry, the owner of
the Blazin' Star Saloon. Have you noticed how
no sich ganl!' as ours any more."
The two went out -of the shantv and then pro- he's been actin' since Young Wild West got
ceeded to visit all those that had been vacated here?"
"It sorter looks as though he's goin' back on
oy the miners who had left the "busted" cam-p.
Every article of clothinl!' they came upon they the ganl!'," Reddy admitted.
"It sartinly does look that way, an' I think if it
looked over, and the j!."arments fit to wear were
i;oon made into a good-sized bundle. The two come to a showdown he would side in with Youn_g
were joined bv half a dozen of the irang before Wild West."
"Most likely, 'cause he's figurin' to be on the
they had gone to more than half a dozen of the
i;hanties, and then lent their assistance, put1 ing safe side. We've been fools enough to spend all
what was to be found into bal!'s or makinl!' our money on him, an' he's jest waitin' till he
bundles. But no 1r1oney was discovered, nor was gits all we've got, an' then he's l!'Oin' to 1>ull llP
there a speck of l!'old dust to be found, either. stakes an' hit the trail."
"I know that a s well as you do. Now then,
The boot:Ji, a s it might be called, was carried to
a shanty that was occupied by Hol!' and Reddy, here's the point I'm comin' to. I don't see any
sense in lettin' Jerry sneak away with a bil!' pile
and piled in a corner.
"I don't know as that stuff is - worth very of money, even thoul!'h he leaves a lot of whisky
much, but if there's an y one around with money behind him. He's _got more good clothes than
_ we might hold an auction." Sallie sug-geste . any ten men what ever lived here in the camp.
"There won't be no use of holdin' an auction I reckon me an' you kin wear good clothes after
now , Sall y." Reddy answered, with a grin. we git away from here, ·can't we?"
"There ain't nobod y here but Young- Wild West
"We sartinly kin, if we've got 'em to wear."
an' his crowd. It ain't likely they would want · "Jerry's clothes will fit both of us putty well.
to buv the stuff."
Maybe the trousers mil!'ht be a little short for
"There'll be more' here in a clay or two. that's me. but that don't make no difference. I'll wear
~~rtin. Wait till the stage-coach comes over. boots, an' I kin tuck 'em in the boots."
"You're thinkin' of makin' a raid on Jerry's
The driver didn't know that the camp was goin'
to bust when he left here Monday mornin'. Now place, then, I s'pose ?"
"That's jest what I'm thinkin' of."
it's Thursday an' she's due here afore dark 'to"All right, I'm with yer."
night. I'd jest like to see the blamed old stal!'e
"An' there's another thing, roo," Hol!' went on
loaded down with men what's l!'Ot a little money
to sa~', his voice lowerin_g still more. "What
with 'em."
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Sally done sorter woke me ·up to somethin' I
didn't· give much thought to afore. I s'pose it's
only human nature for everybody to think of
lookin' out for himself."
"That's the way it oug-ht to be if it ain't,"
Reddy retorted.
"The boys belong-in' to our ganl? is all g-ood
fellers, but that don't sav that me an' you has
got to support 'em all. Of course if any stran1?ers comes here with the stag-e tonig-ht an' we
clean 'em out, we'll divide it uo evep. That
aih't no more than right. But if we should happen to rob Jerry I think that what we take from
him oughter belong- to me an' vou."
"If we do it it sai:tinly oughter."
"Well, me an' you is enough to do it. We
don't want no one else in the game. It will be
a mighty ea&Y thing to 110, 'cause Jerry ain't
got no one to tend the bar for him. S'pose we
go over puttv soon an' make a search through
the blamed old shanty."
"I'm willin'."
" All riP'ht, then. Jest look out an' see if there's
an y one over there now."
''I don't see nobody, but I kin hear sini?in'.
I reckon the boys must be inside."
" How is things lookin' over towards Young
Wild West's camp?"
Reddv turned to the door again, and after ta}(ing a look reported that everything seemed to be
ver y a uiet 1here.
"Is Tom Lucas over there!" the leader asked.
" Yes , he's over there sittin' on a stone in the
shade talkin' to Young- Wild West an' his pards.
The gals seems o be sewin' or doin' somethin',
an' one of the heathens is fishin' in the brook.
The other one is layin' flat on his back, asleep,
I s'pose."
The distance was not so great that Reddy
could see all this, and satisfied that the coast
was clear,. so to speak, Hol?. got ready for business.
" We don't want to let anv one over at Young ·
Wild West's camp see us come out of here,
'cause I've 11:ot an idea they're keepin' a watch
on me putty well," he said. "We'll jest leave
the door open as it is, an' climb out of the
window at the back. Then there won't be no
trouble in sneakin' along behind the shanties
until we git down to the back of the Blazin'
Star."
·
" Right yer are, Hog. You're sartinly about
as clever a s they make 'em. There's only one
person in the whole world that kin beat you, an'
I s 'pose that's the kid they call Young- Wild
Wes t."
•
'
"H e might be a little quicker than me when
it comes to shootin', but when it comes to puttin' up games like this I don 't think he would be
anvwhere nigh to me."
Hog had no difficulty in making his exit
through the window, and when he dropped upon
the ground outside, Reddy was not long in following him. Then the two proceeded cautiously
to inake their way unobserve to the rear of
- the shanty saloon. As they neared the place
they could hear singing and laughter, so it wai
easy to g-uess that the 1!'ang was inside having
a good time. This would make it all the better,
they kn~. and when they finally 1t<>t to the
back of the shanty they lost no time in enterinl!:
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it by means of an open window. The room they
1?ot into was the one occupied by the proprtetor
as a sleepin1!' quarters. At one end of it was
stretched a caFcQ curtain, and behind this they
knew pretty well they would find Jerry's wardrobe. Holl: had brought the empty sack with
him, and after listening for a mbment so he
was sure that no one was coming, he drew back
the curtain, and the clothing that Jerry was so
proud · of was exposed to view.
"How is that?" the villain whispered.
"Fine," Reddy answered.
"There's two or
three fancy vests there. I reckon I don't want
nc;> vest."
,
"We'll put sich things as that in the bal?,
· then. Maybe they'll come in handy some time."
"Here's a box of paper colla!'S, too," Reddyrema:rked. "Who in thunder would think of wearin' sich a thing as a collar in the 'busted' minin' camp?"
"Nobody but Jerrlit I've seen him wear a
collar sometimes on a Sunday mornin'. He told
me once that he had always had a habit ' of doin'
it afore he come here, an' the habit sorter stuck
to him. '~' ell, the paper collars go into the baghere with the vests."
The box contained half a dozen collars. and as
it dropped in.to the bag· a .iing-ling- sound was
heard, which both villains noiiced.
"Git that box out, Reddy," Hog- exclaimed, in
whisner. "There's somethin' in it besides paper collars."
He was obeyed, and removing- the cover the
two looked in and found a massive gold chain
in the bottom of the box.
"That ain't so bad," Hog declared, as he picker:!.
it out and weighed it in his hand. "That's solid
R:old. Eighteen carat, too. This ain't goin' to
be sich a bad haul, an' you kin bet on it, Reddy."
"That's right. Are you goin' to put the chain
in your pocket or leave it in the box?"
"Leave it in the box, of course. This bagful
of stuff is goin' to be worth a whole lot more
than all the rest of the bags out toR:ether. If
there's an auction held here I'm goin' to buy
this bag. I'll mark it so I'll know it."
The search was resumed, and after everv article of clothing had bel!n taken down and made
into _ a big bundle, Hog- opened the door ot a
small closet. The first thing· his eyes lighted
upon • was a tin box. Thi r. h,, took out and,
placed upon the bed that was at Qne end of the
room. Removing the lid, he saw some vellow
papers tied together with tape.
"Legal documents , I recko'h," he said, as he
pulled out the papers. "Whew! Here's somethin' worth while, Reddv, Here's money-. I
didn't think Jerry was fool enough t o keep
money in that closet. But it's all right. We
want it."
There was quite a roll of greasy bills and
probably as much a s fifty dollars in g-old and
silver in the box. Some of the bills were of
large denominations, and not taking the trouble
to count them, Hog· declared that there must
be over a thousand dollars there.
"This R:oes in the bag, too," he said, with a
R:rin.
"I think we had better divide the money right
now," his pard suR:gested.
"No, that wouldn't do. S'pose somethin' waa

,.
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to happen an' we was forced to Jet ourselves be
searched? If the money was found on us it
would look bad."
"That's so. I forg-ot abo11t YounJ!'- Wild West.
He's here vet an' most likely he's ,roin' to stay
here lone- enoug-h to see this thing- throug-h."
"I'm hopin' that he'll stav here forever. I
me:m by that that he'll be buried here."
"I wouldn't want to s:1oot him when he's looki'l'. Reddy cleclarerl, with a shrug of his shoulders.
"That's all riJ!'ht. He won't alwa~•s be lookin'.
.Test leave it to me."
The tin box was placed in ti.le ,-:;ick. and then
both turned to the closet again. What was tl;ieir
surprise and delight when thev unearthed •a
rustv tomato can which was full of -oaoPr money.
"A ree-ular mint. ain't it, Reddy?" Ho!! said,
f-howinz great elation.
"I should reckon so," was the 1·eply. "Put
the can in the hair."
The next thinl!' they eeme upon wa:,; a fivepoun<l__ packal!"e of coflee. Thev could tell what
it was by smellinl!' of it, and this, too, \vent into
the bag-. They kept on un~il the bag- wag about
half full, and_ then t? fill it ou~ nroperlv. some
of the clothm_g which the.y p1ckecl from t~L
worst of what there w_as ther-e was stuffed m,
an~! the bag secur,~lv tie~.
•
.
Therf' ver ~! exclaimed Ho,r. with a nod
(',f satisfaction. "Now then_. we'll l!'O ?n back to
the shanty., Bv th~ ~vay tlungs ~onnd m ihe i.troom thev re havm a irood timo there, so I
reckon \\"e won't have no troubl,, to git back
without bein' seen."
\
He lifted the ba_g out of the window, and
then leaped out after it. Reddv then handed
him the bundle of clothing and followed it to the
!!'round. After looking around to make sure that
the wav was clear, the two villains started to
return ·to the shanty. They got there without
bein,r seen as they thou,:rht. and were perfectly
satisfied with what thev had done.

CHAPTER VIit-Getting- Readv for an
Auction Sale.
Tning-s were 1·eally very Quiet at Young- Wild
West's camp when Reddv looked that way before _going with Hog to make the raid olf Jerrv.
Wild had heard enough from the talk of the
men to make him think that people would be
corninl!" to the camp, and he had decided to remain there two or three days. He had not heard.
that the stage-coach was due there that night,
however. If he had known this Probably he
would have felt more willing· to wait. But he
soon learned that the stag-e-coach was due if the
trip was made, for Tom Lucas happened to think
of it and mentioned the fact.
"Good!" the young deadshot exclaimed. "I
hope there is Quite a crowd in the stage when it;,
~ets here. Not saying that I'll · be ,rlad to see
them disappointed when they find that there is
notl1ing worth while here, but just to help along
the excitement. The chances are that Ho!!' Jenks
and his _gan_g will get after the strangers rJght
away, and that will give us a good cause to interfere."
''They'll git after •~m. :vou kin bet. That's

what they've been fi,rurin' on ever since people
beg-un to g-o away from here," Lucas retorted.
Then he looked around,· and seeing- no one in
si,:rht, added:
"I reckon I'll take a little walk toward the
Blazin' Star. Most likely the whole J!'anl!' is in
there. I won't g-o in, but jest want to git ciose
enouJ!'h to sorter hear what's goin' on
I'll be
back in a few minutes."
It happened that Tom left the camp just
about the time the two • villains were g-oin,r
through the closet in Jerry's bedroom. · He
reached the rear of the building and was Just
about to sit down behind a rock within fifty
feet of it when he saw a man movin,r about in
the room he knew the proprietor occupied as his
sleeping ouarters. Tom watched and soon made
out that the man wa Ho,r Jenks. Then it was
not long before he :,;aw Reddy, and it flashed
upcn hi:,, mind that they were in there for no
_good purpose. Naturally he crept up closer to
investigate.
He crawled directly under the window, and by
listeninR" heard nearly evervthing- the two Yillains said as they were putting- the monev and
other t.hinirs in the ba_g. At first he was 1roin,r
to spring- up and cover the villains with his
JlUn . But on second thought he decided to Jet
them e-o back to the camp and report to Youn.I?
Wild West and his partners. He waited until he
heard them talkiI).g about leaving, and then he
slipped away and was not ]on_g in _getting back
to the camp ·
"I'
• ht
I l I t 00 k
lk
th t
~ mig . Y 11: a(
wa
over
a
way, l~e sa1_d, !us face flushe with excitement
an~ satis_factron.
?"
.
H~w is that, Tom · Wild . asked, for he_ could
!ell r11rht away that the man had somethm_g of
nn,portance to t~ll.
.
. ,
. . ,,
.. Hol! Jenk\~,n Reddy has ~een rnblnn Jern •
. Is that s_o . and the boy became very much
rnterested r1,rht away.
"Yes, they've cleaned him out of all his clothes,
an' they've found a whole lot of money. They've
put the money an' a lot of other things into a
ba_g, an' the clothes is done up in a bundle. I
s'pose they're on their way to Hog's shanty afore
this. I jest about had time enough to git away
afore they could see me."
"Got hold of a lot of money, did 'the:v ?"
"Yes, i-t's likely it runs up into the thou sands
from the way they was talkin'."
"And they put it in a ba,r, you say?"
"Yes, they put the money in a bag- along with
some vests an' •other clothes an' some other
things in the way of coffee an' sich like. · I heard
Ho_g sayin' somethin' about havin' an auction,
an' that he was _goin' to buy that bag."
"Is that so? Very well. I reckon we'll have
' an auction, then. It would be Quite appropriate,
anyhow. The camp is busted, so if any one can
be found to buy out what has been left here by
those w.ho went away it will be all" right. and
the funds can g-o to helping along the loss. of ,
those who made such a bad investment here.
• That is, of course," the young- deadshot added,
"if they can be found. But I hardly think any
one will pay much of a price for an:vthin_g that's
put up to be sold under the hammer."
"Wild," Arietta spoke up, for she had been
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listening- intenth. "if there is an auction I want thev demand their money and claim that Hoo
actually fleeced them out of it it will be all rig-ht.
to be the auctioneer."
If they say nothing- about it we'll let it !!'O as
"Do you mean that, Et?" the bov asked.
"Certainly I mean it. I have often been ores- it is."
Jim Dart was oerfe tly content to remain at
ent when different thing-s were being- sold at
auction, and I think I woul<l make a pretty g-ood 1 the camo with the irirls, so the four oromotl.v
, set out and walked leisurelv in the direction of
auctioneer."
"All right. then, that part of it is settled. We the saloon. They were about half way to it when
Hog- Jenks and Reddv came out of their shanty
a,re g-oinir to hold an auction he11e in the busted
camo, and you are to be the auctioneer. I'll try and started in the- same direction.
"Thero they come now," Lucas said , noddingand :;;ee to it that the bag- Tom has been tellin!!.'
us about is out uo, too. But vou can bet, all to our hero. "I reckon they've been fixin' thing-s
you're worth that Ho11: Jenk,; will never buv it." up over there. S'oose the rest of yer g-oes on
"You leave that to me, Wild." the 11:irl re- in Jerry's place while I take a walk around an'
torted, , rniling-Jy. "I'll strike it off to the rig-ht g-it back to. their shanty an' see jest what they've
been doin'."
party, vou can be sure."
"A g-ood idea, Tom," the vouni,· deaclshot an"Well1 Tom," tho young- deatlshot observed,
after a- pause, "I reckon the next thing- to cto is swered. "You can do that if you like. We'll see
to it th.at they don't go back to interfere with
for us to find out just how this bag- looks."
·
"I can't say as I could pick it out from a lot you." ,
"They paused in front of the Blazinir Star anrl
of others, Qut I happen to know that there's
coffee in it. Most anybody could tell which on.e waited for the two villains to come up. Both
Ho_g- and Reddy acted boldly, and as they reached
'
it was bv smellin' of it."
"That's true enou_g-h. Al ri,g-ht. If there are the spot the former said: "Kinder lonesome
any other baJrs to be out uo when we hold the around here, I reckon."
"Rather," our hero replied, in his cool and
auction we'll be careful to know which one ~oneasy way. "I suppose you can't find anvthine: to
tains the coffe."
·
"Me findee outtee lat, Misler Wild," Hop Wah . keep busy." ·
"Not a thin11:. I reckon we'll have to be leavin'
spoke up.
"You think vou will be able to do it, eh, Hop?" here putty soon. But we did think we would wait
"Yes. Misler Wild. Me vellv smartee Chinee." till Jenv's tanglefoot g-iye out."
"I suppose there will be something- e:oinrr c'il
"Well, I hardly think there ·will be much trouhie in findin11: out which of the bags the coffee • if the stage-coach happens to come in with a
is in. If you do try to find it out you had better few passeng-ers tonight."
"It ain't likely any one will come here now.
be a little bit careful. or the bad l!'ang- mav take
a notion to put an end to vou · and then stow This here camp is busted, you know."
As he said this Hog- looked sharply at Lucas,
.
you awa y in a bag."
·'Me no 'flaid. Misler Wild. Me gittee um bad for he knew right away that he must have been
1elican men allee light. Ley thlinkee me allee telling· the young- dearlshot something.
"You can't tell about that, Hog-," Wild ansamee gottee plenty dynamite in my pockee."
The Chinaman of course had related what hap- swered. "It may be that the ·people runnine: the
pened at the shanty saloon, and his answer stage-coach !me don't know anything about the
·
caused them all to laugh , especially Tom Lucas, camp bustin,e: up."
"I don't see how they could have kept !rom
who con sidered it one of the best .iokes he had
ever heard. After a while the voung deadshot hearin' about it," and then the leader of the 11:angdecidec} to go over to the Blazing Star Saloon went 6n into the saloon.
Tom walked on past the place, while Wild
and see what was transpiring there. Since . he
had learned that in all probability the stage- stepped up close to Reddv and· went inside just
coach which made trips twice a week to the min- as if he was in his company. Cheyenne Charlie
ing- camp would arrive that night, he felt that and Hop were clo.se at the young deadshot's
the villains mu t be making some sort of. prep- heels, and when the !!'ang inside saw them they
ceased talking and all eyes were turned upon
arations.
"Charlie," he said , nodding to the scout, "I them. Some were playing cards, while others
reckon vou had better ,goo with me. You. too, were sitting- or standing about, having what they
no doubt called a good time. Glasses were upon
.
Tom." ·
"Me, too, Misler Wild," Hop spoke up., before the bar and tables, and bottles of whisky were
showing- up in several places. Jerry, behind the
either of them could make a reply.
"All rig-ht, you come · along, too, then, Hop. bar, seemed to be perfectly content, for the
Maybe somebody will have a complaint to_ enter money had been rolline: in for some little time
ag-ainst you. If I think it's worth while I'll see now.
"Hello. Young Wild West!" he called out. nodto it that you return the money vou won in the
ding to our hero pleasantly. "Glad to see vou
game of poker."
"Don't you do it, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie said, come in. Things was a little dull until the "8-n,!:
persuasively. "Didn't you hear him say how came in an' started up business. Won't vou have
·
somethin' on the house?"
cthey was cheatin' like anything?"
"No, thank you," the boy · answered, coolly..
"Yes, I heard him say that, Charlie. But even
though they are dishonest men, if I find that "We didn't come here for that. We just wanted
they had no show at all I think it will be better to see how things were goin11: on. Is there any.
thmiz new?"
for Hop· to give them back their money."
"Nothin' as I know of. I've g-ot plent}' ·o f g-ood
"Not unless they ask for it, anyhow."
. •Very well. we·n let it 11:0 at that, then. If old tang-lefoo~ yet, an' I'm .l!'oin' to keeo 011
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sellin' it as · Joni!' as there's anv monev here to l!'it rid of all the whisky r,,e t?.o t, on hand, an'
make a l!'Ood profit, too."
buy it."
''.Did those who went aw.ay leave anythinl!' be"You are after the money, then, I see."
"Of course I am. I bouJrht the l!'Oods an' 1 hind them that was of any value?"
"I couldn't sav about that. I know some of
ke my orofit if I kin.
want to sell 'em an'
If I can't I'm l!'oin' to l!'ive what I've irot left 'em ,didn't take much with 'em when tbev went.
It f'eemed ai:; if they was took with a sudden fea r
·
away."
' an' wanted to llit away as fast as they cou,ld."
"You intend Jeavinl!' them here, then?"
"Do you knpw ,anythinS!.' about that, Hol!'?"
"Sartin I do. What's the use of stayin' here?"
"Not much, if everytbine: I hear is the truth. . ;w: 1,1 ~i:;ked, turninl!' to the leader of the t?anl? of
I heard you had a little excitement here before ruffians.
"How would I know anythin_g- about it?" was
dinner, Dynamite or semethinl!' exoloded. didn't
.
the reoly.
it·?"
"Well, vou are . upoosed to be the boss of the
"Yes, that smart heathen of yours kin tell vou
camp. It would be natural for any one to think
all about it if he has a mind to."
"Me no undelstandee." Hop sooke up, sJ,akinl!' that :v<>1J would know somethinS!." about it."
"We11. i ince you want to know so bad, I'll tell
hil, head and lookine: ven solemn.
"See here, Jerry," Wilcl said. as he walked up you that there wai:- <mite a. lot of stuff left when
close to the bar, "did the Chinaman cheat any mo,:t o-;: the men Jivin' here went away. We S!.'Ot
it a 11 tot?ether this mornin', an' it's put up in
,
one out of his money?"
· "I can't say as he did. We was in a Q'.ame o~ bu?'r 11 e~. We're thinkin' of holdin' an auction."
"Ah!" This was just what Wild was drivinl!'
poker an' he happened to have the be t hand an
at, and he was pleased to hear the man 1?ive
l!Ot Quite a little from us, that's all."
such an ani:-wer.
"You didn't catch him cheatinJ!.'. then?"
"There ain't nothin' wrong about that, is
"No, no one caul!'ht him cheatin'. But we
s'posed he must have done it, 'cause everybody there?"
"Viny, no. Certainly not. But who are you
held four of a kind."
c-<>inf! to sell the stuff to?"
"You were in the game, then?"
''Anv one what is willin 'to bid on it."
"Yes, I was in the game."
"Where ;s this stuff, as you call it?"
"Did you lose much?"
·'Oh, it's stowed away in one of the shantJe!-."
"Oh it don't matter. I'm willin' to lose it. I
"All right. When you get ready to hold the
had r{o bui;inei;s to ta]i:e th'e risk if I didn't
• auction I've l?Ot an auctioneer for you."
expect to lose."
Hog .1<ave a start and then looked at Reddy
"Do you know whether any one else cheated or uneasily.
·
not?"
•· Are :vou goin' to take a hand in it. tl,en ?"
"I s'pose they did," and Jerrv turned and
he asked, after a uause.
looked at Hol!' and Reddy.
"I certainly am. I am J?Oin_g- to have a young
"Oh," Wild said, with a nod. "Those two fellad~· for auctioneer. That will make it all the
lows were cheating, eh?"
more interesting."
"I s'pose they was."
The two villains exchan_g-ed irlances, while the
"Nobody didn't say anythini about it if we
re,st of the l!'anl!' looked on in mute surprise.
was," Reddy ventured.
"Well,' spoke up Jerry, "you kin S!.'O ahead an'
"But you were cheating iust the 1 same."
have all the auctions you want, but I don't think
1
"Maybe we was."
you'll find me biddin' on anythinJ?. I miJ?ht nave
"Alf right, then. I thousrht if Hop 'fas the somethin' to sell, thouJ?h, an' if vou don't mind,
only one who was doinl? the cheating he had Youn_g- Wild West, I'll turn 'em over to you when
better give back the money he won."
the time conies."
No one said anythinJ!.', so the vounl? deadshot
"All ri_g-ht, Jerry, I reckon we can attend to
decided to let tho matter drop. Wild again it for you."
turned to the proprietor of the establishment.
Tom Lucas came in just then, his hand on
"Jerry," said he, "the stage-coach is due to his gun, for he was l?Oin_g- to make sure that Hot?
arrive here tonight. I understand."
did not get the drop on him. But the villain
"Yes, unless they give up makin' the trip."
only smiled when he saw the precaution he had
"But the outfit would come over if there was taken, and said nothing. Lucas called our 11ero
any one who wanted to come here, wouldn't it?" to the door and then in a whisper said:
"Most likely it would."
"I've been over to that shanty where Hog an'
"When did the men in charge of the mines Reddy lives. There's a whole lot of bundles an'
leave here?"
bags piled up in it. I reckon they must have been
J!,'atherin' up about everythint? there was left
"All but one of 'em went three davs a1?0,"
,
in the camo."
"And when did the last one leave?"
"All ri_g-ht, then. We'll have the auction to"Yisterday."
"They left everything just as it was when the morrow morning," was the younJ!.' deadshot's
work was stopped by the miners, I supoose." reply.
"That's it. Everything is ri_g-ht there."
-·
"Well, it seems rather strange that thev would
f!:O away and leave everythinl!' to go to ruin."
CHAPTER Vlll.-The Stage-Coach A~ves.
"lt does sorter look that way. I was hooin'
they would come back here with a l!"an_g- an' a Jot
The feelinl!" of uneasiness that came over the
of teams to move away some' of the stuff they villains when Young Wild West entered the sahave got here. That would give me a chance to 10011 did not leave them, and it was not Joni!' be-
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Undoubtedly they had ll'l J!;athered there after
fo.re some of them went out. Jerr. noticed this.
Wild and Charlie le;ft the »lace.
and noddinl? to our hero, he said:
· "Et," the yowi11: deadshot said, when it was
· "It seems that yoµ have sorter hurt my business. Younl!." Wild West. I ain't . meanin' that J!;etting alonl!." toward five o'clock. "I reckon we
had · better have an · early supper toni11:ht: 1-' rom
yqu ain't welcome here, but I never seen anythin,a- like it. The l?anl? is all so much afraid of what I can understand, if the stal?6-coach comes
yer that they don't want to buy much when you at all it will reach here around six. There may
be something worth . watchinl!." at that time, so it
·
are around."
"I'm sorry for that, Jerry," the bov answered, will be well to eat what we want to first."
"I think that will suit us all, Wild," th 11:irl
Iau,a-hindy. "But I have an idea that since you
have made up your mind to QUit the »lace, it answered, with a smile. "It seems that one
won't make much difference if you don't ha1>1>en of us have any trouble to l?et up a 11:ood appetite.
to sell any more whisky. • But if you .don't want even if the meals c·ome sooner or later."
The youni?- deaqshot then told the cook to ,a-o
me here, just say so."
"ahead and g-et an early supper, and soon ·win,:
oughter
You
that.
like
nothin'
say
"I wouldn't
was humminl!." an outlandish tune no doubt no1>know it, too. I s'»ose you're ril?ht in sayin' ul
in his native land and workinl!" awav over
it won't make much difference. It's a blamed the fire he had kindled. Supper was just about
shame that things had to go the way they have ready when Hop appeared on the ·scene.
here in Golden Bubble Camp. The men as started
heathen," Cheyenne Charlie said. lookthings goin' in sich shape couldn't have knowed inl!.""Well,
at him sharply, "what have vou been doin'
their bu siness very well."
over at the whisky-mill all the afternoon?"
"It looks that way, Jerry. But I hardlv think
"Not velly muchee, Misler Charlie," was the
the owners of the mines would be satisfied to let reply. "Um bad Melican men no wantee play
everything go to ruin. There will be something dlaw pokee some more, so be. · Me havee lillee
l?Oinir on here before Joni?, and you can bet on it. fun, chuckee lillee dice, makee twentv dollee.
Maybe it won't last a very lonir time, but there so be."
will be work done here yet. even if the camp .is
"Ah, come back to the camp sober, for a \'On.
busted."
der," the scout added, as if he was somewhat
·
"Do you think so?" and Jerry brightened u1>. surprised.
"I can't help thinkinl? that way. There's ma"Me no dlinkee velly muchee tanglefoot, Mischinery here that may be used somewhere else. ler Charlie. When me feelee sickee or gottee
It is hardly likely the owners will let it stay here lillee pain len me wante tanglefoot."
and rust until it is no l?Ood."
"Is the whole l!."anl!." over there, Hop?" Wild
"I never thou1,1;ht of that afore. I hope they'll asked, as the Chinaman started to get a 1>all of
do somethin' jest to keep things goin' long water from the brook.
"Yes, Misler Wild, ley all _lere. Makee plenty
enough for me to sell out my stock."
Wild felt like tellinl? him that he had been sin11:ee and havee l!:oodee timee. Nobodv .irittee
robbed of the money he had hidden in the closet mad, so be. Misler Jellv sellee plentv tanJ!")e,.
of hi-s sleeping room, but it would not be wise to foot."
"Everythin,a- is satisfactory, then. Did vou
do it just then, so he let it l?O at that. After
linl?6rinl!." a while at the place our hero told hear them sayinl? anything ·about what the\" exCharlie it was time for them to l?O back to the l)ected when the stage-coach arrived?"
"Misler Jelly thlinkee somebody comee."
camp, and as they were walking toward the door
"Yes, I suppose he does, after what I told him.
he turned and, nodding to Jerry, said:
''Well, now you can go ahead and .do a little But do the rest act as if they expect it to arbusiness. We are going out for a while. ' We'll rive?"
"Ley all wantee um stage-coach comee. Mfsler •
be back again when the stage-coach is due. I
Wild."
hope you do a good business. Jerry."
"No doubt of it. Well, it won't take verv Joni!:
"Thank yer," was the Quick reply. "I ho1>e I
do, too. That's what I'm here for, to git all the to find out whether it's coming- or not. We'll
have supper now, and then we'll wait until the
money I kin,"
Charlie laughed at this, for he was thinking time comes, and a s soon as we hear the outfit
of what the thieves had taken from the man un- coming- we'll go over there and see what hapknown to him. Hop remained ~ere, but Wild pens."
They all had their s1:1pper and then the y found
and Charlie went on back to the camp. Lucas
had gone out after telling Wild about the finding th at it la'cked but a few minutes to six o'colck.
of the bags and bundles in Ho£" Jenk's shanty. Somehow the vounl!." deadshot was feelinl!." confiHe was waitinl? for them outside, and joined dent that the stage-coach would come and brin,:
them and went back to the camp with them. passengers with it. He was not m~ayn in
Wild was al.ways thinking of something novel. t his, fo r just about two minutes after six the
and he was now convinced that the auction would clatter of hoofs and rumbling of wheel s came to
·
be just about the right thinf?. If it happened their ears.
"Here she comes, Wild." · Cheyenne Charlie
that no one came over with the sta.11:e it mig-ht
be difficult to sell the tuff, though he figured spoke up, and then he took off his hat and let
on arrang-inl? it so Jerry woull':I g-e5 back what out a cheer.
Tom Lucas ioined in this. He was much elated,
had been stolen from him. The afternoon passed
Quietl y enough at the camp. No sounds came and lookinl!." at the "OUill!." deadshot, he exclaimed:
"Thunder! You knowed what you was talkin'
from the .-al oon out of the ordinary, so they
knew that the villains must be beha"7ing- them- about, Young Wild West. You said she would
come, an' she sartinl v is. We'll see the outfit
selves pretty well.
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in less than a minute now comin' around · that
bend up there."
Then all eyes turned in the direction he pointed, and, sure enoug-h, it was- not long- before the
,. lumbering- old stag-e-coach drawn bv four horses
rounded a bend in the trail and came into view.
"Come on, g-irls," Young- Wild West said, "I
reckon we'll leave the camp in charge of WingIt will be worth going- over there. I think. for
it's seldom any one has the privilege of seeing
a stage-coach fetch passeng-ers to a 'busted' mininl? camp."
They were all ready, so without any delav they
proceeded in the direction of the shantv saloon,
They stopped at a deserted shanty a few yards
from it, and taking- their station before it. waited for the stage-coach to arrive. Already it
could be seen coming over the level stretch at the
foot of the mountain. The horses were g-alloping
along- and raising- a cloud of dust, and the driver
could be seen swing-ing- his whip just as if he
was trying- to g-et to the place on time. As the
outfit drew a little nearer 6ur friends saw that
there were Quite a number of passeng-ers on top
of the stage. Then they saw the heads of others
thrust from the little windows and the doors at
the 1ides.
Up came the stag-e-coach, rattling- past our
friendl and coming- to a halt directly in front
of the Blazing Star Saloon. Then the passengers
Quickly g-ot down from the top while those inside lost no time in alig-hting- upon the g-round.
"There's one of the bosses of the· big- mine,"
Tom Lucas exclaimed, pointing- to a tall. broadshouldered man as he got out of the stage. He
was here about three months a/ro. Most likely
he's come back to find out _fest what's the matter."
·
"More than likely, Tom," Wild retorted. "I
reckon you had better introduce me to him.''
"Come on, then. I'll do it right away. His
name is Harris. an' -thoug-h I ain't never been
much acQuainted with him. I know him enoue:h
to speak to him. I used to work for him once."
The bad g-ang- was behaving- nicely. Not a man
in the crowd seemed to be anything- but m a
,?ood humor, and they all g-reeted the new arrivals in a friendly way. Jerrv was standingin the doorway of his saloon, his hair combed
and g-listening- with the soap he had put on it.
no doubt to improve his appearance as much as
possible. Harris, the man Tom meant to introduce our hero to. was talking to Jerrv when Wild
walked up with the proprietor.
"So thing-s are in a pretty bad shape, are
thev ?" they heard him say. "Well, we've been
expecting- something- like this for some, time. I
have been sent down he~e to see about savingwhat w can of the machinerv and g-ettinl?" it
away.'
''Say, Mr. Harris," Lucas called out, just then,
as he touched the man on the arm."
"Why, hello!" the man exclaimed, as he turned
around and recognized Lucas. "So you're one of
the ll!w who chose to remain here, I see."
"Yes, but it wasn't no fault of mine. I started
to
away this mornin'. But let me introduce
you to Young- Wild West, the Champion Deadshot an' the whitest boy on earth."
"What's that you say? Young- Wild West!"
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and then Harris turned and looked curiouslv at.
the boy who was standing- near at hand.
"Glad to meet you, Mr. Harris," Wild said, in
his cool and easy way, as he out out his hand.
The mine owner at once accel)ted it arrd g-ave
it a hearty g-rip.
"What ever broug-ht you to such a place as
this?" he asked.
"This· man told us about the camp e:oing- uo,
and that's why we came hete this morning-. We
met him as he was on his wav to some other
place."
"Oh, and you induced him to come back. [ ·i:.uppose."
"Well, we didn't have to coax him :µiy. When
he found we meant to come here he decided to
turn back and come with us. I suppose you have
heal'tl. just about· what the situation is here."
"Oh, I have known rig-ht along- how thing-;;
were g-oing- at the mine."
"I don't mean that. I was referring- to the
crowd of villains that chose to remain here for
the purpose of preying- upon anv strangers .who
happened to strike here."
"No, I didn't hear anything- about that." and
Harris turned and looked curiously at the men
he supposed to be honest miners. "Well, you want to be on the lookout, and it
would be a g-ood idea if you were to tell the
passeng-ers who came over with you to keeo a
watch. There are twenty-one men here, including- the proprietor of this shanty, who ,;tancl
ready to rob you."
"That's .a pretty bold accusation, Youns:r Wild
West," Harris said. showinl!" more surprise than
ever. "How about it, Jerry?"
"He's a little wrong- when he counts me in on
tha,t g-ame, Mr. Harris." was the ouick reolv.
"But he's sorter down on the whole lot of- us. I
s'pose it's 'cause Tom Lucas t old him a lot of
stuff."
·
"Well, if Lucas told him anything- he ought
to have known pretty· well what he was talkingabout."
.
"I didn't tell him anything- that wasn' t tru •
boss," Lucas s poke up, promptlv.. at the . ame
time keeping a sharp eye upon Hog- Jenks. who
was standing almost opposite him.
"A rather peculiar situation. I . hould say.
Seems rather odd that all the honest men should
go away and the rascals should remain."
"That's jest the way it is, though, boss," Tom
declared, earnestly. "I was about the last of the
honest ones to leave. Hog- Jenks would have
liked to shoot e down, but he didn't dare. Me
an' him has got an "'d g-rudg-e between us. an'
one of these times one or the other of us is
goin1t to bite the dust."
The passeng-ers who had come over in the
stage now beg-an moving- on the side where
Younl? Wild West was standing-. Charlie. Jim
and the g-{rls came up just then, and soon they
were talking- to them and telling- them just
about how things were runnfnlZ' at the camp.
HolZ' Jenks was much ang-ered, of course, but he
dared not ae.y anything-, so he contented himself
with talkinlZ' to his companions and biddinlZ' tnem
wait until they g-ot a e:ood cha{lce.
"Mr. Ha;-ris," Wild said, as he nodded for the
man to follow him, "if I were vou I wouldn't
put up at Jerry's place. He has no one to help
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.him at all, and the chances are vou would have
to cook vour own meals, anyhow, if you could
find much to cook. There's nothing in the way
of eatables in the camp, save what those fellows
have in their possession. I suppose you will have
to buy what YOU can from them. But there are
a few empty shanties around here, so you had
better look up one or two of them and make
arrangements to stay in them. From what I
can see the stage-coach didn't bring much in the
way of anything but the baggage of the oassengers. You didn't think about brine:ing anything
to eat with you. did you?"
.
"Why. no, I never gave that a thought."
"Probably you can make out all right. You
might have to pay a big price for what VQ!l want
for your supper and breakfast. But we are going
to hold an auction here tomorrow morning. and
I'll see to it that everything- in the wav of
provisions is put up for sale. This gang, which
is led by the villain called Hog Jenks. has got
to .e:et away from here, anyhow. I have made
up my mind to that, so they won't need the orovisions."
"Things are wor e than I figured on," declared
Harris, with a shake of tl).e head. "But I am
going to do as you say, Young Wild West. You
are nothing but a boy, but vou talk like a oerson who knows something-."
Then Wild led him to the shanty the:v had
stopped at to wait for the outfit to ari-ive. and
after looking inside Harris decided to make it
his Quarters. There was room enoul!"h in it for
four or five more, so he called the men he had
hired to come over to work for him and bade
them clean it out and fix things up.
Then Wild went with him into the saloon,
where the whole crowd had gathe1·ed bv this
time, and calling the proprietor. he said:
"Well, Jerry, Mr. Harris wants to buy some
grub. You have got plenty on hand, I know."
"There ain't goin' to be no g-rub sold to nobody," sooke up Hog Jenks, who had taken
enough whisky to put false _courage in him, and
he was now ready to fig-ht, it seemed.
"Is that so, Hog-?" and the bov turned coolly
to him and pulled a gun. "You seem to forg-et
that you are not running- this camp any longer.
Jerry. has said he would let Mr. Harris have
what he could spare. Now you shut up. You
haven't anything to say ·about it."
The courage the villain had mustered seemed
to ooze out at the end of his toes, for, muclt
abashed, he stepped back and did not say another
word. Harris then went ahead and pu.rchased
what he would need for a day or two and had
it taken over to the shanty. The stage-coaeh
driver put up his horses in the usual olace and
declared that he would be r"eady to set out again
the first thing in the morning- to get a supplv of
provisions and bring over more men who would
be n~ded to finish the work of taking down the
machinery and preparinll it for shipment.

CHAPTER IX.-The Villains Meet With a
Loss.
When Young- Wild West and his friends went
back to the camp they were not a little surp1·ised
to see a man sitting on the ground talking to the
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cook. . The fellow arose the moment he sa~
them approaching, and then they saw it was the
little man called Sally.
· "What do you think of that, Wild?" Cheyenne
Charlie exclaimed, pointing him out. "That
sneakin' coyote has come back ag'in."
"Hello, Young Wild West," the little man call•
ed out, pleasantly. "I didn't have no horse to
/lit away with, an' I didn't feel like stealin' any
so I jest went off two or three miles an' waited
until I seen the stage-coach comin', an' . then I
come back here. Maybe it will be all right for
me to stay here now."
"It might be all right, but it will depend a
great deal upon how :vou behave yourself. You
have got Quite a nerve to come back, thoui?h,
Sl!,lly."
"I always did have lots of nerve." and the man
i?rinned as if he thought it was somewhat of a
joke. "I was jest askin' your cook if he couldn't
llive me a little somethin' to eat. I ain't touched
a mouthful since breakfast, you know."
"He can l,!"ive you something to eat, for we are
not the sort to let a man go hungry, even if we
know he is no good."
"Don't think that I ain't no vood. Young Wild
West. What I done most any one else would
have done. I took it that it was every man for
himself, an' if any one was fool enough to l?O
away an' leave anythinl? worth wrule behind him,
it belonged to the one as found it. I didn't think
l had any right to divide up with the rest of the
ia-ang."
"I am not saying- anythinll about that oart of
it. But you have long been known as a bad
character, and you will have to walk pretty
straignt and for Quite a long time before voy
~ould convince me that you had reformed. But
don't think that I am going to wait for you to
reform. I have put you down as no g-ood. so
that settles it."
Wild then told Wing- to go ahead and cook the
villain something to eat, and it was not long before he was eatin.e: almost ravenously, for his
long wait on the side of the mountain had increased his appetite somewhat. Our hero was
-pretty well satisfied that there would be trouble
before the night was over, but he did not cnoo:se
to remain• in sight of the villainous gan11:. If they
started in to make trouble for the newcomern,
then it would be time for him to act. It was
rather tiresome to sit about ,the camp and wait
for something they expected would be sure to
take place. But Hop managed to make the time
pass pleasantly, for he played all sorts of tricks
uoon Sally and caus:)d more than one laugh. Ten
o'clock came and thing~ seemed to be rather
Quiet over' at the Blazing Star Saloon.
The shanty near it, ~hich had been taken possession of by Harris and his men, -was lighted
up by a couple of oil lamps. The other passengers, who had come to the olace thinking the;·
would better their conditions in life. had acc~pteci tbe hospitality the saloon afforded, and
were taking their chances with the bad e:an_g·.
Wild knew that if anything happened it would
most likely start with these men. As it came
time to retire for the night the g-irls sought the
tent they used a. a sleeping- quarter, and then
Wild told JJm to take the first watch as usua'.
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"You ain' t .e:oin' to s leep, are yer. Wild 'l "
Lucas asked, lookin.e: at the bov in surprise.
" Why, certainly," was the reply.
"Well, I ain't."
"Suit yourself," and the boy promptly went
into the t ent, Charlie followin.e: him.
Sally was .e:iven a blanket, and Jim told him
to lie down in plain sig-ht, and' warned him that
if he found him sneaking- away he would be ver y
a pt to g-et a bullet. - But the little villain had no
idea of doing- anythin.e: wrong- just then. He
really looked upon Young- Wild West and his
friends a s his protectors, and that beine: the
case, he was 11:oin.2: to behave himself. Jim and
Tom had not been on watch more than half· an
hour when half a dozen shots rang- out from the
direction of the shanty Harris occupied. Then
a ~ hout went up and there was more shooting-.
Wild and Cha rlie came out of the tent ln a

jiffy.

.

"They've started so·mething- g-oing- down there,
I reckon," the voun.e: deadshot said, in his cool
and easy wa y. "Come on. We must take a haa_.d
in it." ·
·
·
,
·
The shooting- now became fast and furiou s, and
leaving- the .e:irls and the two Chinamen at the
camp, the four ran swiftly for the scene. Of
course they did not run sQuarely into it, but g-oing- around to the left they mana.e:ed to 1ret a
place of vanta.e:e, from which they could be near
enoug-h to take part and at the same time see
pretty well what was g-oing- on. Just then the
shooting- stopped. and a man lvinl? on the 1?round
m front of the Blazing- Star was the onlv one
to be seen. But a moment late.- hurried footsteps
sounded, and then the few who had chosen to
obtain shelter in the saloon came runninl? out
from a rear door. Evidently they had seen our
friends approaching-, and t hey were now lookingto them for protection.
" What's the t rouble here, an.yhow ?" Wild asked, as thev came runninl? up, for he knew verv
well that the v were not members of Hoe:'s g-ane:.'1
"Them fellers stole everything- we had while
we was a sleep," one of them answered , Quickly.
"Then t hev sneaked out an' started to clean up
them what'!, in the other shanty. Thev 1rot ready
to set fire o it. so the y would have thing-s their
own way. but some one inside must have seen
'em an' opened fire on 'em. I r.eckon three or
four of the rascals g-ot shot."
•
" A g-ood th in.e: if the y all g-ot shot," Cheyenne
Charlie s poke u p, "W here is the e:ang- now?"
"The y' re all inside-the bar-ro om. We t houg-ht
it abo ut ti me we .2:ot out. But we a in' t e:ot a
d ollar t o our names. T he v robbed us all."
Wild then t old them to go over to the camp,
and th en turning- to his companions, he said:
"There's only one thing- to do, and that is to
march r ig-ht into that saloon. Come on. Tom.
you keep your eyes open . fo r maybe you'll e:et
the chance yo u have been lookine: f 0r rig-ht now.''
"You kin ·bet vour life I'll keep mv eves open,n
w s the reply. ·
·
They waited unt il the men had left them, and
started on their way to the camp, and th\m they
stepped softly · to the rear of the shanty saloon.
Excited voices were heard inside, as well as the
· jing-ling- of e:lasses. The door was open: but thei:e
was no light in the back room. This made 1t
all the better, and without anv hesitation Young
:Wild Wast stenoed inside. Jim Dart foll-owinir:

him closely and Charlie and Lucas brin1?inl!' ul>
the rear. Wild reached the door that opener1
into the bar-room, and turning the knob he
swun1? it open and stepped inside auic:kly, · his
revolver ready for instant use. There were as
many as fifteen in the place, and a s they turned
and saw the young- deadshot standing there, his
g-un pointed at the ·crowd, a hoarse crv of surprise went up.
"You sneaking- coyotes !" the bo y exclaimed, his
eyes flashing-. " You are bound to keep us from
r-etting- any sleep tonight, if seems . Now then.
I am g-oine: to tell you that if you don't get out
of here and g-o to your shanties and stav there
until daylig-ht tomorrow morning-, we'll start
rig-ht in to clean you up. We won 1t spare one
of you.''
"Don't blame me, Young- Wild West." called
out Jerry, showing- co11siderable fear. " I'm only
tryin' to make money by sellin' my tanglefoot.''
"You shut up," Wild answered, flashing a look
at him that told plainly what his opinion was.
"Y9u are just a s bad a s anv of them. and I don 't
want to hear another word from vou."
Having- been told what 'to do, the villain. lost
no time in leaving the saloon. One of the first
to i?o out was Hog- Jenks. He was completely
cowed ag-ain, and acted very much as if he expected at any moment to receive a bullet. When
the last one had g-one outside, Wild went to the
door. He saw them walking- away in a bunch,
and in the starlig-ht was able to count them.
There were just fourteen of them.
" Where is the rest of the g-ang-, Jerr y ?" he
a sked, turning to the proprieto:i:.
"Got shot, I reckon," was the reply.
"Good! I'm g-fad to hear it. I think there
mig-ht be a few m9re shot before another day
has passed. Maybe you mig-ht be one of them,
too."
"Don't say that, Young- Wild West,"· the villain
exclaimed, and then he began to plead with the
boy.
.
,
Wild did not exactly mhn what he said, but he
had a feeling- of contempt for the man, since he
reall y believed that he was about a s bad a s any
of them. When he saw 'how frig-htened Jerry
was he nodded to him and said:
"That's all rig-ht. I supwse there's such a
thing- a s a fellow like you reforming-. Your'
ambition i to g-et hold of a s much monev a s vou
possibly can, and then g-et awa y from here. How
much have you g-ot now ? "
"I ain't g-ot but mi.e:htv little mone y, YoungWild West," was the reoly. "It's cost a whole
lot to run thi place, an' when times was gooa I
wasn't wise enough to do much savin'.''
"Where do you k-eep your mone y ?"
"Mostl y in my pocket s.''
" You surel y wouldn't run the risk of kee pingit anywhere about the house, es peciall whe n
there's such a bad gang- han.2:ing- around here
all the time."
"That's all rig-ht, Wild," Lucas s poke up. " He
belong-s to the gang-. He wouldn't be afraid of
Hog- or any one of the rest stealin' from him.''
"Probably that is it. Well, it's none of my
business if they take all he bas g-ot. A thief
is a thief. anyhow, and if one happens to g-et
robbed I suppose it setves him rig-ht."
"Why don't you tell hira about Hog- an' Reddy
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,i;tealin' his money an' clothes an' thiTl.l!'S ?" Tom
whispered.
"Maybe it wouldn't hurt if I did. I reckon I
will."
Then again turning to the t mbling proprietor, the youn1? deadshot walked up a little
closer to the bar and said:
"I told you a minute or so al!"o that maybe vou
didn't have as much monev_ as you thoul!"ht,
JeITy: I happen to know that you have been
robbed. Just g-o in your sleepin£ room and take
a look around."
The man seemed to forget his _fear for the
time, and came quickly from behind the bar. He
made a bee-line for the apartment he occapied
as a bedroom. Wild and Tom followed him. leavinir Charlie aftd Jim to keep a watch in case the
villains rnil!"ht take a notion to sneak up and
open fire on them in the darkness. The door of
the clo et was wide open, and the curtain th3it
had kept his wardrobe from the dust was swunl?
back. Jerry's clothes were gone, and he g-ave a
startled cry. After makinl!" sure that nothing
that was really worth anvthiril!" had been , left,
he hurried to the closet. He looked for the tin
box and the can, but they were not there.
Jerry became almost frantic. He pulled a gun
from his hip pocket and started to leave the
place.
"Hold on, there!" Wild called out sharply. "If
you go out there and try to make trouble they'll
1,hoot you down. They don't care no more for
vou than they do for a do£. Now you take my
advice and J<eep quiet. If you show si£Us of
chanl!inl!" for the better you might possiblv l!'et
vour money back again. But I'll tell vou that
Hol? and Reddy are the thieves. They climbed
in the window of this room and robbed vou while
you were in the bar-room trying to accumul.ate
more money bv disPosing of the vile stuff vou
calw.vhisky. Now then. I'll bid you good-night.
I hll"'pe you will be able to 2'0 to sleep and have
pleasant dreams, for I hardly think any of the
,!ang will be back again before morninir."
They all went out, and they had barely reached
the shanty that was being occupied by Harris
and his men, when the li£hts of the saloon were
extin£uished, probably earlier than at anv ti e
during its existence. Harris was waitin2' o
i,ide. He had a rifle and showed that he was
ready for any attack from the villains. Two or
three silent forms lay on the ground, and this
told how- successful the occupants of the shanty
had been in resistin£ the attack of the villainous
crowd.
"Well, Mr. Harris," the young deashot said. as
he stepped up to the mine owner, "I reckon it's
all. oYer for tonight. Did any of vour partv 1?et
hurt?"
"Not a man," was the reply. "Thev almqst
riddled the shanty with bullets, but we were all
lying close to tl'\e floor at the time, so no one
received a s much as a scratch. But we did a
little work, though."
"- "So I understand. Six of thent went down, I
understand."
"As many as th • eh? Well, it can't be helped.
They brought it on themselves."
"Certainly they did. But I reckon vou won't be
bothered with them again tonight. You had
Qetter keep a pretty_ SfOOd watch though." .
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"Oh, we'll do that all riizht_;,
Then after biddiniz the men l!Ood-night, the
four turned and went back to the caml). They
found those they had sent there waitinl! rather
anxiously, but when Fild assured them that he.
thou£ht there would be no further danller, they
were not long in acceptinir the blankets offerea'
them and makinll,' beds where it was most convenient. Wild and Charlie a.R"ain went into the
tent, and Tom remained with Jim Dart. The
night passed quietly enoult'h, the scout and Wild
relievin.R" Jim in turn, and when dayli£ht came
they were all Ut> and readv for bus4iess.
CHAPTER X.-The Auction Sale.
While Young Wild . West and his friends were
eatin.R" a rather . early breakfast, thev were surprised to see a score or more horsemen ridin.R"
into the mininl!' camp. Behind them were three
wagons, each beinl,!' drawn by four mules.
"What does this mean, boys?" the young deadshot said, turning to his partners.
"I reckon we had better e-o an' find out, Wild,"
Chevenne ChaT!ie sugge,sted.
"Come on. That's just what we will do."
They were in time to intercept the new arrivals before they reached the . shanty that was
occupied by the mine owner and his men.
"Good-morning; izentlemen," the young- deadshot called out, in his cool and easy way. "Whal,;
brou.R"ht you here so early in the mQ11Jing?"
"Is Mr. Harris over at the Blazin' Star?" one
of the men asked.
"No, he's in t,hat /;hanty this side of it. So
you want to see him, do you?"
"Yes, we got the word he left over at the
Fork, an' we got a lot of provisions an' as many
men as we could an' started right out a little
after noon yisterday. It was slow travelin', but
we kept it up till after one o'clock this mornin'.
an' then started on ag'in at four. So the camu
•
is busted, eh.?"
"That's what they say. You'll find Harris in
the shanty there."
Wild walked alon£ with the horsemen, and
Harris, who was still asleep, was quickly awakened by the man who was doing guard duty. The
dead villains lyinJr around attracted the attention of the newcomers, of course, and all sorts
of questions were asked. In less than ten minutes everybody knew what had taken place at
the "busted" mininir camp, and that Young Wild
West was izoinir to hold an auction sale.
"I don't know what the bundles and bags contain, with the exception of one of them," the
young deadshot. told them.
"Let me do the buyin' of that one, Wild,"
Lucas Sl)oke up, coaxingly.
"All right, then. I'll fix it so vou can be a
short distance -away from the camp and have a
horse. You can be on the watch, and when vou
see me step up and hold up the hair, you are to ·
come ridin.ir up as if your life almost depended
on it."
"I know."
"Of course," the young deadshot went on, wit:h
a smile, "you won't have to pay any money for
it. What is in the ba£ belongs to Jerry, and I
am going to see to it that he gets it."
. , O1;1r friends went back and .finis~ed ,tP,~,~
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breakfast, and when they again returned they either g-oin' to .1dt it or make some one pay a
found quite a little excitement, especially · in whole Jot more than it'R worth."
front of the saloon. Hog had made a truce with
"Going- at two hundred," Arietta called. "Who
Harris and he had received permission to carry say~ two hundred and ten?"
away his dead and bury. theJil.
There was ~me laughter, but no one offered ~
, Wild then got Charlie and Jim and several of to make the bid.
·
tlw others to go about and announce it so the
"Sold!" Arietta exclaimed, and then Wild beckmembers of the bad gang could hear it that the oned to Tom to come and iret his purchase. Lucas
auction was going to take place shortly, and made the pretense of ·paying· for it, though he
that it would be held in front of Hog's own really did not pass any monev to the. boy at all.
s}'lanty. Arietta soon appeared, and then w.alk- After that the rest of the stuff was sold Quickly,
ing at the side of her dashing young lover, they for some of the strangers seemed to think that
led the way . to the shanty. Every man in the there might be something- of value in the bundle:s
camp followed, including the .ruffians, who hardly and bags. The auction had not lasted more than
knew what to make of it. Wild and Jim sorted an hour, and when it was over wifh Ypung- Wild
ov.er the bundles and bags they found in the West leaped upon the table and, taking- off his
shanty, and they had no trouble in finding the hat, said :
•
one that contained the packal!.'e of coffee. A table
"Now then, gentlemen, I am going to tell you
was taken from the shanty and placed upon the something. Just give me your attention for a
ground in a little sQuare, and then a mallet was minute or two."
found that would answer the purpose of a ham- . Everybody listened with the utmo st attention,
mer, and Ari~tta was ready for business.
and the boy related how Hog and Reddy had
"Now then, gentlemen," the young deadshot robbed the saloon-keeper, and that his belong-called out, "I ·reckon everything is ready. This ings were in the bag-. The leader of the villains
is going to be the greatest auction that was ever no sooner heard this than he sneaked away and
held in a 'busted' minini camp. Make your bici.s ' went behind the shanty. At the same time Tom,
and try and keep as orderly as possible. The Lucas stepped back and went around at the other
..iuctioneer will now proceed." ·
side. • No, one seemed to take particular notice
Arietta took up a bundle of old clothes which of them, and the first thing they knew two shots
was marked No. 1.
·
sounded in Quick succession. This caused a rush
"How much am I offered for this?" she asked, for the rear of the shanty, and when they got
as she held .it up.
there they saw Lucas holding a bleeding arm,
"Ten cents," some one laughingly exclaimed.
a smokin_g revolver in his other hand, while a
"Ten. cents. Who says fifteen?" the girl called short distance from him lay Ho_g Jenks upon his
put. But· though she tried hard to . _get another face.
bid, it was no use, so she called the man who
As soon as they found that their leader had
had offered ten cents to step up. He did so, and been shot the crowd of villains which had dewhen he had paid over the monev he kicked the creased so much since the day before were very
bundle of old clothes apart and went back into anxious to get away from Golden Bubble Camp.
the crowd, while every one but the ruffians Some of them started to leave at once, but Young
laughed heartily.
Wild West called them back.
· "Now then, what arq I offered for this bag-?"
"See here, you measly coyotes," he said, "I
Arietta called out, pointing to it as Wild held reckon you are g-ettin_g- ready to leave. If. that's
up the ba_g for inspection. "No one knows the ' the _case you had better all go tog-ether, and see
contents, but it J:Uust be sold. What am I of- to it that you never .s how up in these parts
fered ?"
again as long- as you hve."
"I'll _give five dollars for ~t," Reddy called ~ They all hurriedly took their departure. and
out, !fter Hog had given him a nud_ge.
hllilf ~ hour later not one of them could be
"I'll make it five an' a half" Hog added quick- fll!lnd m the c.amp. Y ow1g Wild West was voted -· -· ·
ly. At this juncture the clatter of hoofs s~unded, !o be a hero, of !!our_~e, but his sweetheart came
and Tom Lucas was seen riding hurriedly to the m for her share of 1t. Young Wild West and
spot.
·'
his friepds _remained ~here the i,-est of the day.
"Six dollars," yelled Reddy.
But they d~d not wait any_ lone:er, though the
"Sev~n," Hog. answered, for he seemed to think work o~ takmg out th!! machmery from the mine
that Lucas was coming there for the purpose :vas bemg- pushed _rapidly; Every one knew that
of :bidding upon the bag-.
'
m a1:other week 1t wou~d be a deserted camp,
. "Fifty dollars," Lucas shouted, as he leaped for smce there was nothmg more to. be _dug- out
from the saddle and ran up close to Arietta.
of the ground that would pay ~o mme 1t, there
"Fifty dollars, fifty dollars," Arietta called was· no need . of any ~me staymg there. Tom
out, holding- up the wooden. hammer and look- Lucas went WJth our friends to the n1:arest town.
ing around at the crowd. "Who will say .fifty- and then he parted c~mpany, declann_g that he
five? I am sure this bag is worth more than onl~ hoped hf; would have a c_han,ce to meet them \
that,,
agam some time. Sally, the little rascal who had
"Fifty-five," Reddy called out.
S? nearly been J;vnched, had been pemiitted to ,goo
"Sixty," came from Lucas, while he kept a his way ·iby our hero, though no ne thought he
shar.P watch upon Hog.
would ever r,eform.,, T~3:t wound up the a~ven"I'll make it a hundre'd," Hog> yelled, as he ture at the busted mmmJ? ~ P, ,when Anetta
dove into his pocket as if he expected the bag so successfully posed as an auctioneer.
to be knocked down to him.
· ,
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
"I'll make it two hundred, miss," said Tom. WEST OUSTING . THE OUTLAW~; or, TIDD
"I havpen to know what's in that bag-, and I'm CLEAN-UP AT FANC'Y FLAT."
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and Josh Kidder, who held the nozzle of the hose,
were directing a fine stream of water over the
tops of the Main street trees.
- Or, Tom leaped on the engine and encouraged the
to do their best.
Th9 Young Fire Fig,hters of Oakland boys
'Drive her, lads! Let's see if we can't make
that stream go higher. Shake -her up, my lads!
_,,., That's the ticket'! The academy outfit won't be
By DICK ELLISON .·
in it with us when we get the hang of the business. That'll do, now. Ease her! That's right •.
Now unship anoreel up t~ hose. Unscrew the
nozzle and return it to its place. How did we do
A Serial Story
it, Mr. Hur ley?"
·
"First-class !" exclaimed the ex-veteran, enthusCHAPTER IV.-(Continued l
~• Say, Sandy, will you listen to thls? So.up iasticaitly. "Puts me in ·mind of old times when I
Greens, t ell McGui re the name of your native ran with the machi:rre ~yself. I tell you it does
my heart good to watch the way you boys J!:O at
town."
it. All you need 'is practice at a real fire and
Meyer willing-ly ·obligeo for the third time.
.
"Mother of Moses! Is that the German alpha- you'll soon be an honor to the town."
"Three cheers for Ike Hurley!" shouted one of
bet, I don't know ?"
th&boys.
"Nein."
.
"Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah! Tiger!"
"Nine a lphabets! Begorra, I believe you, upon
"Now, boys," said Tom .Sedley, "as soon as you
me sow! I do. It's a broth of
boy ye are ~s are rested a bit we'll put on .our red shirts: al}d
Father O'Brien u sed to say, 'Heaven rest his fire
hats and have a short parade. Fred Harper's
soul.'"
has sent us two dozen torchlights and the
"Come now, boys," interpos_ed Tom Sedley, father
Fife and Drum Gorps."
"we'll take a run with the machrne up and_ down Oakland
''Three cheers
r M Harper!"
.the street . Ike Hurley will. time. u s. Harper, you
· They were given with a will by the delighted
look after the hose r eel."
.
.
• members of Volunteer No. 1.
The boys, with g, eat eageJ"ness, awa1.ted the
"Be me sow!, it's a pi,t-y, so 'tis, we baven't
word to i,rab hold of the rope.
a uniform
the Dootchman. Faith, it's a fine
"Here, Suppegree,nz, you and McGu~re take h?ld fire laddie for
makes. The girls will be afijier
of the shaft," or dered Tom. "You re to guide .losing theirhehearts
when they pipe him off, so
her you know, and brak up when we are ready to they will," said McGuire.
~
stop her . Understand?" .
.
.
"Three cheers for Soup Greens!" yelled Andy
''Yah," said Meyer, noddmg his head vigorous- Bright.
A chorus of howls.,and laughter greeted this rely.
' "d
. "It's lucky yez understan d t h a t • m~ch"
, sa1
quest.
·
McGuire.
,
"I gif you somedings petter as dot. Drei shees
_ ''No:w, then, we've i,oing to run to Merrimac for der foremans !" · ·
street, turn about, r eturn and attach on to the
The boys caught on and che.ered lustily, windhydrant here, run out the hose an~,,pump her up ing up with another tiger.
as if at a real fii-e.
re you ready.
"Faitb.,-it's all right yei are. Nothin' mane
A general shout announced that they were [,11 about yez at all,
li;t all."
ready.
.
"You're doing purty well, b'gosh, Soup Greens,
"Come on~ then, boys! Be hve1y ! Sha~ her for your first day in Oakland," said Josh Kidder.
upl"
.
"Is dot so?"
The members of Volunteer No. 1 made a rusn
."Hello, Soup Greens, how do you find yourself
to secure places on the rope, and then, led by Tom
vow?" said one of the feJJows who hadn't yet
Sedley, trumpet in hand, they dashed' off. dcwn
spok.en to Meyer.
the street - attracting the interested attention of
"V.ot a fooli shness ! I didn't know dot I peen
everybody along the. line.
.
lost alretty yet."
•
The engine bell Jangled, and what with !he
"Oh, say! I asked you how you feel now."
nojse and shouting, and the gene!al commotrnn
''Is dot so? I feel mit mine fingers, aind it?"
caused by their appearance on Mam street? 1folks
"You're awful smart, aren't _you?" said the
in doors, and the me1·chants and cler'!cs m the other with a sniff of disg-ust.
stores, ran to ;windows and doors, fully 1mpress1:d
"Is dot so? If I hit you vonce und you don!d
with the idea that a fire had really bi::oken out m fall down I vill look to see vot you vos tied to."
the town at last.
"Jumping Jewsharps!" exclaimed McGuil-e. "ls
At Marrimac street, everal blocks away, the it a foighter yez are, Soup Greens?"
'engine was whirled about . and the return. was
"Nein. But ven a shackass brays by mine e~r
made at high speed and 1th great entht~siasm, I took _im op efery time, I ped you."
the hose reel trailing behind like the tail of a
meteor.
.,,,
.
Reaching the. hydrant opposite the _engi~eCHAPTER V.
hous-e, connection was ma;de under the d_1rection
Treats
Of
A
Night
Parade And The . Reception
of their instructor, while at the same time the
Volunteer No. 1 "Received At The Academy.
working arms of the pump were let down and th.e
'
bulk of the members got hold, in readiness for t}_ie
With the· Oakland Fife
and Drum Corps at
word of command which 'presently came, and m their head, and the twenty-four tor.ches · gleaming
a remarkably sho'rt space of time Sam Willett l\ke · so many fireflies in the darkness, Volunteer

VOLUNTEER No. 1
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No. 1 Fire Company took its line of march up
Main street.
They presented a fine appearance, as most cf
them were strong, strapping ·boys who had been
brought up to work for a living, and, therefore,
looked well able to tackle such a serious problem
as a building on fire.
,
They attracted a great deal of attention, and
were J\lUCh admired, especially by the young ladies of Oakland.
Ike Hurley, with his coat under his arm, in true
fireman style, walked beside Tom Sedley at the
head of the procession.
Tom himself never looked more stalw!l.rt, or
handsomer, or more manly than he did on this occasion.
•
·
Everybody in town knew Tom by sight, and the
majority personally, for most evetybody had dealings with the post-office, while many of the young
ladies of Oaklanci patronized Caleb Brown's oldfashioned store in order, if the truth must be slid,
to have a little chat with the postmaster's assist-

have for the ladies. That's Fred Harper's sister."
"So?" and Meyer gaped with all his eyes, so to
speak, at the lovely little vision clad in white
lawn, with a pink sash and pink bows on her
hair.
Then Tom Sedley, who had a fine voice for an
untrained singer, sang a popular song and was
liberally applauded.
After that Sandy McGuire, after much persuasion, for he was somewhat awed by the . eleg·ant
surroundings, to which he was unused, sang a
rollicking Irish ditty that brought down on his
head a shower of applause.
"Come on, Soup Greens," said Andy Bright,
and several fun-loving lads joined in, "it's your
turn now. Give us a German song."
"Mine himmel, pein! Vot you dook me for?
A song bird?"
But he was dragged forward nevertheless· to
the great amusement of the assembled company.
"Miss Harper will accompany you on the piano,
ant.
won't you, Miss Daisy?" asked Sam Willett, misIf the matter had been put to a vote of the ladies chievously.
as to who was the most popular young man in
"Why, of course I will," she replied sweetly,
town, Tom Sedley would have won out hands casting an arch glance at Meyer, who wasn't
really a bad-looking boy by any means, that the
down.
•
.
The procession, after f,arading a large part of young German lost his head completely.
upper Main street, turned into the l'esidential
He looked around with such a 'helpless comic
• ection and came to a halt before the residence expression Oil,, his features that the boys ·roared
of Lawyer Harper, Fred's father, who was also with laughter, while the grown-up folks couldn't
vice-presiqent of the King Philip Cotton Mills. help but smile.
It as this gentleman who, disgusted by the pro"What is your favorite key, Mr.--"
crastination tactics of the town council, had first ·
"Soup Greens!" yelled a voice on the fringe
started the ball rolling for a fire company of boy of the circle, and another !Jowl followed from the
~olunteers to be made up of the young workers members of Volunteer No. 1.
of Oakland-boys whose training and physique
Miss Daisy looked amused, but was very polite.
would allow them to stand the strain of unusual
"Vot is so funny aboud dose fellows alretty
exertion.
yet?" said the young foreigner recovering his
Mr. Harper and the ladies of his family were nerve a bit as the laughter raised his ire. "Such
on the veranda, and as soon as the boys halted a foolishness, ain'd it?" and he looked at Miss
the cheering commenced, amid ' the waving of Harper.
She smiled coquettishly.
torches and the inspiring strains of the fifes and
"You mustn't mind them, Mr.--" she looked
drums.
.
/
·
,
Mr. Harper then capie fol'ward and made a at his interrogatively.
Her seemed to comprehend what she wanted,
little speech, in which he complimented the lads
on their splendid appeal'ance, told them how much and promptly said:
"Meyer Spuppeg-reenz."
the town expected of its younger element, and
"Soup--"
how he knew that they would more than fulfill
Miss Daisy put her handkerchief to her mouth;
the trust reposed in th ir brawn and muscle anJ
courage (cheers). And when they grew Q1der, and her dancing eyes showed that it was all ·she
he sa,id, and had been displaced in the natural could do to keep from laughing outright.
order of things by the up-to-date steamer and
"Yah, Suppegreenz. I sing me somedings now
paid fire department, they would look back with to spide me dose shackanopes. Off dey don'd look
pride and satisfaction to that interesting and ex- oud I shook me der whole bunch so soon as now."
citing and noble epoch of their lives when they
Meyer did sing, without the piano, too, a Ger·had given all that was best in them for the wel- man song, and he sang it so well that the laughter
fare of their native, and in some few cases fell away and the room became silent till he had
ad0pted town.
concluded, and th.en, led by Mr. Harper and Miss
More cheers that raised the echoes far and wide, Daisy, he got a big round of applause, whereupon
rno1·e music, and then Mr. Harper invited the he retired perfectly s~isfied with himself.
company inside to a collation of cake anq. lemon"I dook dose fellows down a peg or two, I ped
, ade.
you," he said, confidentially to his side partner,
And while they were eating and drinking Miss McGuire.
•
Daisy Harper, a bright miss of fifteen, sang a
"Faith, you did, and that's no lie," raid Sand;r.
stirring fire song which her father had specially
The line of march was taken up again through
brought from Boston for the occasion.
several of the side streets, where they received
"Py· shimmany cribs, "dot's a purty nice young ample recognition from the ladies and gentlemen
ladys, I ped you," said Meyer Suppegreenz to who lived along the route.
Sandy McGuire.
.
"Faith, she is that, and it's a fine eye I see you
(To be coRtinued)
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RESELL NEW.SPA.P ERS ·1N CHINA
• •. Secon·d -hand newspapers have a larJ?e sale in
China. A . newsboy who sells a -papen on Monday buys it baclc the next aav for a fraction of
• the sellinJ? price, smooths it out and reseUs it
in a nearbv villaJ?e for a reduced price. And
the process is ·r epeated from villaJ?e to villal?'e
until the paper has been worn to illegibility.
THE "LOST ATLANTIS"
We
now know definitelv as to whether
there is a "lost Atlantis,'.' and many other mysteries of the past.· Dr. Hartman, a man of wealth,
has invented a deeper sea-soundinJ? apparatus
than has ever been known, ai:id is now in London \ conferring with: the Royal G.e ographic Society as to organizing a great and costly expedition to explore the bottoms of the Mediterranean
and the Atlantic. He expects to find ruins of
cities 15,000 feet below the level of the sea. 1'he
deepest sea divinJ? so far has been not to exceed
200 feet. The pressure increases enormously
with every foot of · depth. Dr. Hartman stands
high with the scientists of Great Britain and
this country. He has made a fortune in mi-ningand electrotherapy. His researches· are supposed
to settle the question whether the civilization of
the world came from the East or from this
country. Had the people of Mexico, Guatamala,
Yucatan, and Peru such a high knowledge of the
arts of science that they furnished leaven to the
Far East; or did civilization originate in China
an,d Mesopotamia, and thence be spread to this
country?

will

PHILIPPINE RUBBER NEXT?
The U. S. is turntng- to the Philippines for relief in supplying the -enormous demand for rubber, costing- the country approximatel y $300,000,000 a year.
Increases in p,rices on British and South American rubber have awakened American producers
-t,o the immediate necessity of finding other fields
:for production of rubber.
Al.fsence of any satisfactory substitute . has
stimulated the quest for a country to rival
British and ·Dutch East Indies, Brazil, and the
other rubber producing countries, with Great
Britain virtuallv ·monopolizing the world trade.
An illuminating report on the future of the
Philippines as a rubber-producing center was
made by the Department of Commerce last week.
Some discouragement is felt in the instability
of labor in the Philippines which may put obstacles in the way of fostering an infant rubber
industrv.
A satisfactory labor supply is regarded as one
of the prime requisites to rubber production.
~pport of the Filipinos themselves to American
~nterprise in growing rubber trees and cultivating the crop must first be obtained.
It will require at least 10 years to place the
rubber industry on a satisfactory p1•oducing scale
under the most favorable conditions, experts
:have estimated. ·

. ·.-::
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ABO UT ABRAHAM LINCOLN
;
.The ·foll<lwiniz- line's were written · by 'M rs. Dver,'
who is past 90 veal's of a,re, -a shut-in, and muchbeloved member of Hudson Relief. Corps:
•
Some' Things Lincoln Neve~ Saw or Heard:
He · ?ever saw , . sub!liarine,
Aeroplane, or hinousme, . . ' •
A motor truck or traction plow,
Or patent milker for the cow.
"\Vhile we see thousands eyerv night,
He saw not one electric li,rht,
Typewriter or telephone. ·
Victrola or a me,raphone,
An autt> car or a mason jar,
Electric fan or fountain pen,
•
Piano player or X-rayer,
An incubator ,or separator,
An elevator or percolator.
He never heard the sound
Of a railread runnin,r under,rround.
He did not know that S. 0. S.
Was a wireless signal of distress.
H~ never saw a movie show,
Nor listened in on radio.
·He did not-sitting by his fireHear a San Francisco choir.
A hundred things, both great and small.
Never came his wav at all.
- I give it up; make out vour list
·
And name the thinJ.>"s that I have missed.
Thinirs He Did See and Hear:
He saw a land of factions torn
With a load too heavy to be borne.
He saw the cloud's frightful form,
He heard the mutterin,r of the storm.
He knew no power on earth could save
A land half free and one-half slave.
For years, thru war and bloody strife,
He strove to save the Nation's life.
~issolved the Union must not be.
,'But firmer stand with men all free.
His hope and courage sorely tried,
But the Nation lived and slavery died.
What awful cost, what price was paid,
What bitter sacrifice was made.
Ask of these men with footsteps slow,
Whose heads are white as Winter Snow.
The day that saw brave Lincoln's birth.
Lincoln! the name we all revere;
Lincoln! the name we hold so dear:
Grand champion of Liberty,
The .great man of hi!; century.
-National Tribune.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
.BIRDS START SHORT CIRCUIT.
Two little birds perched on an electric light
'\'1ire in some unknown manner caused a short
circuit which set fire to 15 houses in the town of
Arronville, near Pontoise. France. The people
v. ere perplexed over what had caused the fire,
and an invest·Jration was started. After considerable search just enouJ!.'h of the almost incinerated
birds was found te solve the mvstery.
The dama)!.'e resultinJ!.' from the fires is estimated at ~everal hundred thousand francs.
WANTS MORE MIDSHIPME N
A s ubstantial increase in the midshipmen corps
at Annapolis Academy will be recommended to
Congress at t he forthcoming session by the Secretary of the Navy. The Academy has accommodations for 2,500 men, but the present enrolment is
only about 1,600.
Secretary Wilbur will ask Congress to increase
the quota that may be appointed by each of its
members from three to five, which would add 900
men to the Annapolis enrolment each year. The
existing basic law authorizes each member of
Congress to designate five candidates for appointment every year, but appropriation s allowed for
the purpose permit-the naming of but three.
An expansion from 1,600 to 2,500 would call for
an increased appropriation of about $2,000,000 a
year. With the increase . in officers that would
t'. •1s be turned out by Annapolis the navy could
fill places in a number of departments, notably
the Marine Corps, with its own graduates instead
of drawing upon civilians.

WOMAN NEAR DEATH BY STINGS OF

ANGRY BEES.
Mrs. J. P. Ellis, her son, Cokely, A. C. Harrison and William Foy have just had the closest
b rush with death they a.re likely ever to have
and live to tell about it.
Mrs. Ellies. who lives 'on the Livermore Road
I near Calhoun, Ky., climbed into a peach tree to
. ~ather fruit. She lost her balance and fell into
Ir a !lroup of beehives. The bees swarmed, out and

I

in a minute covered her bodv. Her right arm
and collarbone w.ere broken in the fall, and she
was so badly injured that she could not move.
For an hour the woman was helpless, while the
bees swarmed upbn her body. Mr. Harrison. a
merchant, and Cokely Ellis finally noticed her·
plight and ran to her aid.
The men called on Mr. Foy, who joined them w
tryinJ!.' to rescue Mrs. Ellis. The bees promptly
attacked the men and stung each of them hundreds of times as they carried Mr;;. Ellis from
the vard .
First-aid treatment was provided for the four
persons, who have great swellinJ!.'s over their
bodies. Two physicians attended Mrs. Ellis . .anrl
after treatment announced their belief that she
would recover, althoug-h she was suffering greatly, as were the men. .
It is expected that two or three weeks will
pass before all the poison is eradicated from
their bodies. .
• I

I I
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LAUGHS
Little Clarence--Pa , that man going yonder
can't hear it thunder. Mr. Callipers-Is he deaf?
Little Clarence-No , sir; it isn't thundering.
"How was your speech received?" asked one
Labor member of another. "\,Vhen I sat down
they said it was the best thing I ever did," was
the reply.

Ethel-Jack said last night he'd kiss me or die
in the attempt. Kitty- Good gracious! And did
he kiss you ·? Ethel-Well, you haven't heard of
his death, have you ?
"So you want to marry my daughter, do you?"
a sked the father. "Now ·what are your prospects?" "Excellent, sfr," answered the young
man, "if you don't spoil the_m."
"Madam," said the clergyman, "be consoled by
the thought that your husband has gone where
there is no night." "If that is the case," replied
the widow, "he won't stay long."
"Mother," asked .Tommy, "is it correct to say
you 'water a horse' when he is thirsty.?" "Yes my
dear," said hi$ mother. "Well, then," said Tommy, picking up a saucer, "I'm going to milk the
cat."
"Did you see the pleased expres ion on Mrs.
Blank's face when I told her she didn't look any
older than her daughter?" asked Mr. Jones after
the reception. "No," said Mrs. Jones "I was
looking at the expression on her daught~r's face."
. "\yould ye do somethinR· for a poor old sailor?"
mqu1red the seedy wanderer at the gate. "Poor
old sai lor?" said the lady at work over the washtub. ''Yes um. I followed the water for sixteen years." "Well," said the worker as he resumed her labors, "you certainly don't look as if
you ever caught up with it."
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CURRENT NEWS
ons ration it was shown ' that . with ease t}le wall
RMANY TO EVICT POLES
As an echo of the recent eviction from Poland carried a load of more than 80 pounds to the
of fifty Germans, who, havint?" chosen to retain square foot.
Estimates as to the savjz_igs effected in small"
their German citizenship after the plebiscites
of 1920-'21, failed to leave within the time limit house construction by the 9'rocess varied, but in.
set for their repatriation, the German govern- each case they were considerable. The appear-·
ment· has decided to evict from Germanv an ance of the wall was identical with that of the
eQual number of Poles who have failed to · con- modern wall finish of any nigh grade apartment
form with the same requirement.
house, which made it -possible to save the cost'
Other Poles remaining- in Germany ,will be of one entire coating of plaster prior to paintejected in numbers and at intervals correspond- ing or papering. ' The hollow character of the
ing to Polish evictions of Germans, the t?"Oveln- walls insure perfect freedom from dampness and '
ment announced . .
insulates ag-ainst cold and heat alike. Conser(August 1 was the date set for the repatria- vative spectators conceded that the test was suftion of such Poles in Germany 11,nd Germans in ficent to establish the practicability of a new
Poland, accordinl?' to the V.ienna Convention of method of dwellinl!' house construction that could
August 30, 1924.)
put homes built by that process entirely out of
competition with those built in the late national
housin_g emergency by established vrocesses of
construction.
BATHING SUITS WORN BY TURKISH
WOMEN
The Turkish woman no longer is the hothouse • THE FRIENDLY PIGEONS OF VENICE
creature she still is pictured to be in Western
The visito1· to Venice who does not find deli1?ht
imagination. Gractually, but surely, she is dis- in the thousands of Pil!'eons which thronl!' the
cardint?" her veil and showing her face in public; Piazza San .Marco and perch on outstretched
she is becoming an ardent sportswoman, especi- hands in quest of grain is, indeed, a rare visitor.
ally in tennis and swimrv.ing, and also she is There is somethin_g very magnetic about these
takin_g up the hat and other habiliments of her Venetian pigeons. The street photographers in
Western sister.
the Piazza do a flourishing- business snapping
All this is due to the sanction· of the new pictures of tourists literally covered with :flutAngora government, headed bv Mustapha Kemal tering winl!'s, while vendors are kept busy sell·
Pasha, mid to a J?;reat broadening- in public opin- inl!' little paper bag-s of corn.
Perhaps few know the mellow history of these
ion. Recently there was a swimming- race for
,zirls before a mixed gathering of spectat<:>rs. birds. They have been there for centuries and
Under the Sultan's government. the appearance came as the result of a festival. These Pil!'eons
of Turkish" women in- public sports was taboo. of St. Mark's had their origin in a feast of pal'm
Not alone did the women compete in the N1ce or olives. On the occasfon of this festa a g-reat
with the greatest of zest, but a'fterward a photo- -oi:ocession formed in the Piazza and marched
irraph of the winners, still at.tired in bathing sing-ing into the cathedral. While the solemn
suits, was published. In other times this would procession was under way branches of palms and
have b1·ought contu41v upon· them, and possibly olives were thrown from adjacent roofs and
pigeons were liberated.
dire punishment.
.
At the conclusion of this ceremony people
Progressiveness among Turkish women is being applauded. The wearing of a hat, instead of hunted the pig-eons, but many of the birds esthe one-time obligatory veil, was started by a caped. These, it is said, sought safety in numerTurkish girl, Hadije Selma Ekrem, who recently ous appertures under the cornices and eaves of
has been lecturing in the United States on Turk- buildings in the Square. There they built their
nests and became a colony subsequently loved and
ish questions._
cared for.
How greatly they have increased and prospered
FELT HOUSES CUT BUILDING COSTS
is vouchsafed py the tameness and numbers lf
Cost cutting- in construction of dwellinJ?:s seem- the birds that today dwelY in this historic place.
Twice daily-at 9 in the morning and at 2 in
ed to have reached its furthest extreme when
recognized eng-ineers and authorities on build- the afternoon-a servant of the municipalit y,
ing practice witnessed a load test applied to a lug-ging· great bags of grain, comEAnto the
concrete partition wall made of felt, wire rein- Piazza and scatters food for the -,:iW!ll!!ons. If
forcement and cement mortar, shot into place you will' watch for a few moments before the
instead of laid up or poured, that was twice as appointed feeding- hours you will see flocks of
J?Teat as the load the or-dinary 2x4 stud nousing J?igeons coming from all over the city-for there
l)artition is required to 'lrrY in modern con- is a housing shortal,!"e in the vicinity of the
·•
111ruction, writes Allen E. Beals in the Dow Serv- cathedral.
ice Daily Building Reports.
It is not easy to estimate the pig-eon popul-aAside from fireproofing- qualities of a house tion of St. Mark's Piazza. Some idea is, how~
built with such simple methods, the partitions, ever, obtainable when the bronze giants atop
by reason of air space provided between· \he the clock tower swing their sledges again~• the
}ayers of felt, are sound-proof. The walls requn:e hug-e i1·on bell. This clamor sends the birll.s
Jnuch Jess space in the structure and at the dem- swarming into the air like bees.

.
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WORK & WIN

_FROM ALL POINTS

Stories About Fred Fearnot
SCREW IN LUNG FORTY YEARS
numbers of the
Mrs. Ida Ferguson, forty-seven years old, of We can still supply the following
·
stories:
Fearnot"
"Frerl
left
Mass.,
Canton,
Street,
~o. 2338 Washin~on
Hospttal,
Jefferson
of
the Bronchoscope Clinic
Price 8 Cents Each
Philadelphia. and st:wted for home, leaving be- 1330 Fred l•'e11ruut s So;arcb for Smith; or, The Man Who
lungher
hind a small screw th.at had been m
Could Not lit! .Found.
for forty years. The screw was added to the 1337 " At the l•'ulr: s,r, Shaking Things Up at Shairtown.
collection of a thousand and one foreign objects 1338 " Huntt,d;
or, A Plot That Was Haro co Solve.
extracted by "the bronchoscope from lung-s and 13311 " and the l:loy Boxer; or, Giving a Pu gill.st
Points
bronchial tubes.
P•ay; or, Fighting Drink with the
Mrs. Ferguson as a child of seven got the 1340 " Tempt>rance
Drama.
screw into her lung. Ever since she had con- 1341 " Death Slide; or, Down the Great Mountain
Flume.
tracted severe colds in early spring- that con1342 " Call b;,: Wlreiess; or, the Friend Who Played
tinued until late fall.
r.alse.
him
Prior to the removal of the screw, a tack
" and thP Queer Quartette: pr, ;nm. Jack, Joe
which had been .in a man's lung for thirty-SL'( 1343
and Jt>rr)'.
years was the oldest thing- extracted.
13« " and the Girl Telegrapher; or, Fighting tbe
VETERAN PICKPOCKET TAKEN
The most persistent pickpocket known to the
New York police, according to detectives of the
pickpocket squad, Samuel Shore, alias "Miller,"
of 2,061 Douglas Street, Brooklyn, was arrested
at the Sandv Hook boat pier, North River. foot
of Cedar Street, for the thirty-first time since
1900 on a charg-e of jostling and picking- pockets.
Shore has served so many terms in Sing- Sing,
the penitentiary and the workhouse, the detectives said. that he is on speaking terms with all
the keepers of those institutions. He was sentenced manv vears :.g-o to five vears in Sing
Sing- by Mayor John F. Hylan who was then a
County Judg-e in Brooklyn.
Shore the detectives said always works alone,
which is unusual. for pickpockets. But he g-ives
the reason himself-he is too selfish to divide
with a partner-'-and rather than have arguments
:.ibout keeping- all, he works by himself, the
c;etectives said, adciing- that he is known to tlie
vickpocket squad as "the lone persistent pickpocket."
COLORS FOR SWEDISH RAILROAD CROSSINGS
To aid the color blind in disting-uishing lig-ht
sig-nals a.t railroad crossing-s, the Swedish State
Railways have decided, after an exhaustive investig-ation, to abolish the g-reen light in favor
of bluish-white . and to adopt a special shade of
red, which tests have. shown to be most easily
recognized by all automobile drivers. Furthermore, the lights installed at crossing-s owned
bv the state, will be additionally differentiated
bi· blinkin at different speeds when there is no
when a train is approaching-, so
dang·er
a person cannot tell any color from
that even
another, he cannot fail to. observe the frequency
which the light flickers.
1 with
The state railways' eye specialist, Dr. C. G.
Bostrom, has conducted the experiments and has
found that between 5 and 6 per cent. of all males
are color blind and that, since practically every
one in Sweden wants to drive a car, it would be
unjust to deprive these men of the pi-ivilege, as
seriously proposed in the Riksaag. At the same
time many .accidents have been found to be due
.to the inability.
NEW

.

-e..

'l'r11lu Thieves.
1345 " 'l"ry for 00111: or, Winning In the Last Momeat.
1346 " Indian Boy; .or Civilizing a Savage.
1347 " Great l:4acri1ic:e ! or, All tor the Sake or a
Friend.
1348 " and '"l'lr~d Tim' · : or. Th,- T,sv.lest Bov lo Town
1349 " Foothnl! Ginn ts: or. Hindllni: a Heavy Line. ·
1350 " Exploring Trip: or, A Week lo the Crystal
Caves.

1351

"

1;i:,2
131")3

•·
••

13M

"

lM!'i

"

"

1356

1357 "
1358 "
1

1350

"

1360

"

1361

"

1362

"

1363 ;;
136-l
1360 "
1367 "
1368

"

1369

"

1370

"

and thr. Fur Hunten: or. A Trip to Hudson••
Bay.
_
Long Pass; or, The Piny That Pu1.zled All.
and the ''Dutch Flyer"; or. Up Agnlnst the
Champion Skaser.
Mystic Mark; or, The Hlndoo's Strange Warn. In(.
Ice Cutter: or, Tht> Fnatest Boat on the T.ake.
_a nd the Bov Millionaire: or, On the Road
to Ruin .
Hockev Winners: or. A Hot Game on tb~ ke
F!vp-MIIP Slide; or, The Toboggan ·in
Mountnlna.
Wppk of Danger; or, Dealing with the Whart
Ganll'.
In the Gym; or, Winter Sport with College
·
Boys.
ancl the Burled Gold; or, Fighting the Mexican
Bandit•.
Ocean Voyagl'; or, The Mystery or Stateroom
No. 10.
Hundred -Mlle Race: or, Teo Hours on Skates.
and the Shipping Cle , or, Saving an Honest
l!oy.
n•1\,:::r::~nL¥,~~,; ~f:.~y"; or. The Boy Who was
Lightning Drive: or, The Chnmi>loos ot the
.
Rink,
and the Tndlnn Queen: or. The "Bad" Men o'l the Tradlnl!: Post.
Cross Couotrv Run; or, Wloolnl!: the Great
Paper Chase,
Tb~~h~ Jrlp; or, In the South with a Ba!'e-

the

0

and Littl e Dick: or, The Trials ot a Poo.r
Worklni: Roy.
1372 ·• BnsPhnll Giants; or. Winning the Open Ins
Gnme.
1373 " Boy Lite- Savers; or. Brave Work On the
Beach.
1371 " at J,onP Pin e; or The Myste ry of thP Moonshine
('amp.
1375 " Plny!og the Game; or. Out With His New Nine.
1376 " Road Riders; or, .Rustling With Roughs.
1377 " and the Battery l3oys; or, After the Whart Rats.
1378 " (;lever Curves; or. Beating Out the Batsmen.
1370 " Island Mystery; or. Camping in Cana,la.
1380 " Boy Marvel; or, Rrlnglng Out o Young Pitcher.
1381 " Hard Pull; or, Winning the Slnirle Sculls.
1382 " Among the Poor; or, The Dark Side of Lite: -<'
Any of the above numbers will be malled to :ro•
postage free, upon receipt of the price 1n money, OJpostage stamps.
1371

"

HARRY E. WOLF1'', PUBLISHER. INC.,

166 West 23rd 8 t reet•
.New York, N. Y.

FIERCE CATS
JtfFEST
TRAJkN
FORUM RUINS
, Mnay a tourist
has w o n d e r e d
about the fierce
breeds - of cats
that make their
. home in the ruins
of the Trajan
Forum and
around the outer
walls of the Pantheon and in other
classic remains of
antiquity. A I I
these -animals are
unu·sually big and
all of them are
ferocious fighters.
An old Roman,
speaking of this ,
curious phenome·'Jl o n ,
explained
that in Rome the
supel'iluous kittens
are never drowned. He thought
th e Americans
w e r e ba,r barous
in ridding themselves of their
surplus cats in
that way. In the
Eternal City the
kittens who .are
considered ' ' d e ·
trop'\ by the mas•
ter of the household are taken to
.one of the great
J·uins or monuments, eithe·r by
the children or
e servants, and
food is brought to
· them for a few
days thereafter.
Then they are
forgotten a n d
must shift for
· themselves. As a
result the law of
the survival of
the fittest woi;ks
w i t h infa1lible
E,everity. The cats
that are· able• to
o v e r c o m e thehardships of their
~ronmert are
about the toughspecimens of
eir kind outside
of what natural
history recognizes
aa "wild cats."
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Write to Riker & King, Ad11ertising Offices, 530' Broadwa11, New York City, or 29
East Madison Street, ChiC9go, for particulars about adve_rtieing 1n thi4 magazine
AGENTS WANTED

NO1:IOE -Attractive

young lady, worth
Club, Box 1022,
.

f25,000, -wm ·'D'.larry.
AOENTS.!....WRITE FOR FREE SAlllPLES. Wichita,
Kansas.
Sell

Madison "Better-Made" shirts tor
large Manutacturer, direct to wearer. No
capital, or experience required. Many earn MARRY IF LONELY "Home Maker"; bun•
dreds rich: reliable, yea.rs experience: de•
$100 weekly and bonus. Madison Mfgrs.,
acriptlons free. The Succeeatul Club, Box I •
603 Broadway, New York .
1'.166, Oakland, California.

AGENTS TO TRAVEL BY AtJTOl\lOBILE TO

introduce our fast selling, popular priced MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. Bill' Issue ,
with de• crtptlon1, photos, names and ndhousehold necessities. The greatest J!ne on
earth. Make $10 a day. Complete outfit and <treases. 25 cents. No otbe-r fee. Sent sealed.
automobile furnished free to workers. Write Box 12611, __ R, i,o• ton, Mas••
today for exclusive territory.
American
Products Co., 4130 American Bldg., Cincin- MARRY-Free pbotographa, directory
nnd I
nati. Ohio.
'
.
deecrlptlone of wealthy members. Pny i
when married. New Pinn Co., Dept. 86,
NE,v CAMERA takes and finishes photos Kansas City, Mo.
in one minute. Make money selling cameras, or taking photos. Exclusive territ.ory.
Crown Co., Dept. 067, Norwalk, Conn.
MARRY-1\IABRIA OE DIRECTORY with photos nnd description& free. Pnv when !
ABSOLUTELY no competition selling Val- mnrrled. The Exchange, Dept. M5. Kansn,_ i
Style mflllner:v. Every woman buys. You City, Mo.
make $25 to $150 a week. Write for Special
Offer and Exclusive Territory. Val-Style Hat MARRY-Write for bl,: new directory w!Ui ;
· Co
.. A81. Val-Style Building, Cincinnati, 0.
photoa and deecr1PJ12ns. Fre<>. Natlonnt j
.A.gene:,,, Dept. A. 4000, Sta. E.. Knnsn•
Clty, Mo.
HELP WANTED
D;ETECTIVE
NEEDED EVERYWHEBE.
Work home or trav·el, experience unnece11- GET A SWEETHEART. Exch1tn!l'e lettrrs.
eary. Write George R. Wnener, former
Write ml enclosln,r stamp. Vlolet Rny,
Govt. Detective, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
Dennison. Ohio.
IIILVERINO Mirrors. French plate. Eaally
learned: -Immense proftts. Plnne ·tree. Wear MARRY-Lonely H<>nrte. jol~ our club. we
have n comp_Anlnn for you. many worth
Mirror Worka, Excelsior Sprln11t1, Mo.
from ,:1.000 to Sl!0.000. De•t'rlptlonli, photo1',
lntro<1urtlnns f'N'e. !'lent1 11n money. St11ndPERSONAL
11rj! Cor Club. Gr!IYlllake, Ill.
ARE YOU . LONESOJ\m T Write Betty Lee,
Inc., Box 8°!!0 City Hall Station, New York SWEETHEART-8 for everybody.
Stamped
City. Stamp appreciated.
envelopes for proP08Al.
The Lily Club,
Station
H,
Cleveland.
Ohio.
HUNDREDS ·seeking marriage. If sincere'
Pnclose stamp. Mrs. F. Wlllard, 2028
Brondwny, Chicago, Illinois.
v" :vnnng lai!J, worth J2!\.- - - - - - - - - NOTTf'E-Attrncti
000.00 wlll marr,•. Club. B-1022, Wichi ta ,
LONELY HEARTS- I have R sweetheart for
Knnsas.
you. Exchnnge letters: rnnke new trlends
Effichmt, conftdent1nl and tll,rnilied •ervice .
Members everY""hPTP. Eva Moore. Box nos.
SONGWRITERS
,T ncksonv_llle. Florida.
SEND TODAY f or free copy · Writer's DiLONELY-Little winow, tired living nlon<>,
gest: tells how to " 'rite nnd ·s ell abort
V('ry wealthy, . I dare you write1 M. U. stories, pbotoplays, pnems.
songs. Writer'•
Club, Box 305-23, San Francisco, Calif:
Dleest, G-22, E. 12th St.. Cincinnati.

,,

FAT. YENTRILOQIEM

Get Rid
of Your
Free Trial Treatment

serld

you

Sent ori request. Ask for my
"pay - when - reduced" off'.er. I
hnve • successfully reduced thou sands of persons. often at the
rate of a pound a day. Let me
proof at my expense.

DR: Ji. NEWJIL~N, Licensed Physician
Stall, of New York, 286 Fifth Avenue
New York, Desk ~-25

taught almost any one nt home. Small cost. Send TODAY 2-cent stamp for particulars
GEORGE W. SJIUTII
Room 8-2, 125 N. Jeff Ave., Peoria, JU.

HANDS
Protect yourself ai:alnst

hold-up. rowdi es. etc. wtth

this clever cigarette case

~;1!f1~t
1Th«;;~t~ 1:1e~fh11;;!o~~U
the trigger. back

flies the lid

showtng your cigarettes. Lots
of fun scarin2 your
frtends. and a a-reat
prot,ector. Sold exctu~
slvely by us. PAY PO

:':!!~!~~!!:a-;.~:

Money back ff not eatl

Pat. Pendlns
ed.

PATHFINDER co. Dep, PlsBli $11th A,e.. N.r.

.....
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...
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"What would I do if I lost my job?"
'tlTHATwou/dyoudo? Whatwouldyour
f wife and children do ?

1 'V

Suppose your employer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any long.er?
Have you any idea where you could get another position?
You wouldn't have to worry if you were
a trained man. You wouldn't ·have to spend
your mornings reading the "Want Ads" and
then trudging from place to place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements, piling up bills,
finally willing "to do anything" if ,only you
could get on somebody's payroll.
Don't have this spectre of unemployment
hanging over your head forever. Train yourself to do some one thing so well that your
services will be in demand. Employers don't
discharge such men. They promote them I
Decide to-day that you are going -t o get the 1pe• cialized training you must have if you are ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. It is easy
if you re ally try.
Right at home, in the odds and ends of spare time
that now go to waste, you can prepare for the
position you want in the work you like best. For
the International Correspondence School~ will train

.,

•

you just as they are training thousands of other
men-no matter where you live-no matter what
your circumstances.
At least find out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon printed below. There's no cost or
obligation, and it takes only a moment of your time,
but it may be the means of changi~g your whole life.

M I the Coupon To-day/
-..------------------

INTERNATIONAL CORREBPONOENCE ICHOOLB
Bt1: 4489-D, Serant,n, Penna.
Wlthou& ood or obllr• Uon. plea• e tell me how I on qualit7 f •
th, Politlon or in th• aubJtct b•Jor• which I h1H marked u Z:
BUSIN!88 TRAINING COURHS
ISalumanahlp
Bu91neu )(anairement
AdHrttaln•
lnduatrlal Man•••ment
Bettor Lettart
Poroonnel Orsanls&Uoa
Show Card IAtterina
Traffic Manaa,mont
Stenography and Tnl1D.I'
Bu1tne1• La"
Bu1lne• EnlUab
Banking and Ba'nkln& La.w
CITII S.nice
Accountano7(1ncludlncC.P.A..)
Railway Matt Cieri:
Nic•holson Coat AccounUns
ComD}on School Subjeete
Bookkeepln~
Hlrh School Subjecta
Prlnte Secretary
D Cartomlq
Illustrating
D Franch
Spanhh
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COUR8EI
IArchltect
E!ectrlcal Endnoorln1r
Archltecta' Blue Prln18
Eleetrlc Llght1n1r
Contractor and Builder
Mechanical Engineer
Archttoctural Dntum111
~lechanteal Draftaman
Concrete Builder
11:acblne Shop Practtoe
Struetura1 E~Hr
Railroad Poaltlons
PharmCbeml1try
Ou Encino Operating
Automoblle · orll:
Clrll 1:nsineer
Airplane ll:n1lne1
Surn11D1r and Mapplq
Naricatlon
Metallur17
Acrlcultu.-. and Ptultq
Btaam Encl-ring
Matbe.mattoe •
•
Bad.to

1

I

Nam•········--........_..._ ...........................
Street

AddreN .........................._ ,..._ .... , ..... ,, ...-

H ...._

. . . . . ._

..._......,

>•e-N

......_ ..._ .. , _

__....

Ctty .. ....................................- ..........state............ _ _ _ _ •_ _

Occupatlon .. ..... , .... .............. ...... .......... .............. .......... .... .......................
I/ti, ooMs,on lo ••• 1111.,.,.,.
Per,on, re1Uint1 in Oonod11
lloMI Oorrropo"4....,, Bo•..i. 0-ioto, £wiled, Af......M, 0 - -·

••'"'u .,,.4.

•

SPONGES ARE
OCEAN'S
1
·
BEEHIVES

Lona ll•n••
4 or , in.
. _ Bar re l

6-Shot Finest
Perfected Revolver
Sells elsewhere at $16, Quick
as a flash, safe, great penetratinf oower and true marksman-

f

ship. Blue •t•el or nicke led , 38, 32, 28 o r

22 callber, all same price.

Satisfaction or

money back. SEND ND MONEY. P a y postman $6.45

ptu • postage.

414 Bro • dwoi/

Federal M • U Order Co r p .,
N ew York City
Dept. Al13

YonWant fo Earn Big Money!
Ani\ you will not be satisfied unlcs• you
earn steady promotion. But ~are you

]'repared for the job aht"1d of you?
Do you measure up to the s.tnndard
that insu1·es success? !<' or a more respons;ble position a fairly good education is necessary. To wrir,e a sensible
business letter. to l)repare estimaMs, to
figure cost and to compute interest, you
must hav a certain amount of prepa~,,tion, All \his you must be able to .do
hefore you will earn promotion,
Many business houses hire no men
whose general knowledJ(e is not equal
to a high Bchool course. . Why? Because, bii,; business refuses to burden itself with men who are barred..:from pro·motion by the Jack of elenrentary education.

Can You· Qualify for a Better
. Position
We have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a complete but siinplitled
high school course in two yea,s, gh·!ng
you all the Pssentials that form the
foundation o! practical tmsiness. It will
prepare· you to hold your own where
competition is keen .and exacting. Do
not doubt your ability; but make up
your mind to it and you will soon have
the require;nents that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO

lT.

Let us show you how to get on the road
to success, It will not cost you a single
working hour. Write today. It costs
you nothing but a stamp.

American School
Dept.H-684

Dr~el Ave. and 58th St., Chicago

...................---····························
l111erlca1 Schoel, D1pl H.114 Drexel Ave. and 58th St., ChiCIIQ

Send 111efull l n formatton on the subj.ct checked a ncl

llow you wlll help me w~n aucc•••-.
_ ....Ar chitect

...... Bulilne•• Law

- ••. Bulldlne Contractor

• ......LaW¥•r

_, •. Auta Repairma n ->

f......M e chanlcal

_ ,Automobile Englaeer

- .... Mach. S h Op Practice

Ena:lneer

......Civil E11&fnee r
...... Sh""P Superintendent
-····Structuraa En gineer
...... Employment Man111tt
__ ,.llusln••• Manacer
......Steam Encfn-r
. ...... Cert. Pub. Accountant ....... For e m aAahlp
.......Accountant a Aud ito r ...... Sanitary Ensf.... r

::::::Z::lr:::::• De~ lgnel' ••••..
::::::;:r.v:~~~:1;.:~-;.•
Hi gh Sehoet Qradaate

••••.. E3ectrlcal Enatneer
......Genera l Ed ucation

..... ,P,rsonal Analr-la

...... Wirele ss R..Ue

i

~ .... UndacldUI

"--·•••. ••HH-•••-H-·•·--------·.Adllreaa. ••• ,••- ............. - ..........." ..._ '"'""""''111M'9~

.)

.

OUR TEN-CENT H4ND BOOKS
Useful, ltlstructive, and Amusinit. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
· ·
Every Subject.

WILD WEST WEEKLY
L,\TEST

ISSUES

tUG Young Wild West nn<l the Re d s kin Rustlers• or
Saving the Cattle.
•
•
JH7 " Fight on thr MP•n: or, Surrnundert by Greasers.
1148 " Lgtt ~~g. a Raid: or, Arletta and the . Bars of
1

No.

l.

NAPOLEON'S

ORACULU~t

AND

DR.l!:.LU

BOOK.-Contalning the great oracle ot human d!lstiny;
aJso the true meaning of almost any kind or dren111~.
together wtth charms, ceremonies and curious games 9t
curds.
No. 2, HOW TO DO ".l'RICKS.-The ~rent book or
magic anrt card trlcks. , containing full Instructions on
all lendlnr.- card tricks Qf the day, also the most popular
magical illusions as perforD;led by our IPRdlng magicl ans; every boy should ohtaln a copy or this book.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT. -Thi' arts and wiles or
ftlrtatlon are fully explained by this Uttle hook. Besides tbe various method" of bandkerchll':f, tan . . glove,
parnsoJ, window· and bat ftlrtatton, It contains a full ll~t
of the language and spntiment. of tlowprs.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE ts the tltJp of this little book.
It contains full Instructions tn the art of danclnll, etl r•11PttP In thl' ballroom and .at nartles, bow to dress, and
fnll directions for calltng · oll' In an popular square
<'lnnces.
No. 5. HOW TO MAK'lf.\ LOVE-A complete gulr1e to
love, courtship and marriage, giving s enslhle advice.
rnles and P.tiquette to be observed, with many c11r1011s
anrt interpstlng things not 11:enPrully kno"·n.
No. 8. HOW TO BEOO!IIE AN ATHT,ETF..-GIVlng
full lnetructJpns for the use of Jlumbells. Tndlan club,
rrnrnllel hors. horizontal bars and vu.Ions ol;h er metJ,orl s
of rteveloplng a good, healthy muscll'; containing over
sl1<tv Illustrations
·
No, 1. HOW TO KE'l'lP BlRDS.-R•ndsompJv lllus
tratPil Afld enntnlnln1t full Instruct.Ions fn• thp mnnn~t'mPnt and trRlnlng of the canar:v, mockln11blrd. bobollnl<,
hl•<'khlrd . nnrnnnPt. pnrrot, etc.
No. 9. HOW TO BEOOME A • VENTRILOQUIST.By Harr:v Kennedy. Every lntelUgent boy reading this
hook of Instructions can mnster the nrt, nnd create an:v
itmount of tun for himself and friends . It le the greatest book ,.vPr publleilll'd.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The ut of spJf-d efensl' mn<'le
euy. Contaln1ng over thirty lllustrntlons of gnnrds.
htows anll the dllterent positions of a good hoxer. Evpry
ho:v should obtain one of . th ese usefnl and Instru ctive
hooks. as lt will teach you to box without nn Instructor.
No. lL HOW TO WRITE L.OVE-LETTERS.-A most
complete llttte book, contaln1ng full directions for writing Jove-letters, and when to use them, giving specimen
l etters for young nod old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERi;: TO LADIE
-Glvltrg complete instructions for writing letters to
ladles on all subjects; also l etters of !ntro<'luctlon. notes
and reque•ts.
No. 13, HOW TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.
- It 18 n great life secret. and on e thnt every yonng

mnn deslrPs to know about. ThPrP'S happiness tn It.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete handhook
making all kinds of candy, ice- crl'!tm, syrups,

,W

11i.eti:ow TO BECOME :OEAUTIFUL.-OnP of
th ehrlghtest and mos t valuable little books ever given
1 0 the world.
Every body wish es to know how to bPMme beantiful. both mnle and female. Th e secret 111slmnle end almo•t costless.
PS~~-

No.

20.

HOW

TO

ENTERTAIN

AN

EVENING

J'ARTY.-A most complete compendium of games. sports,
.card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more
for the money than -any book published.
No, 23. HOW TO EX:PLAIN DREAMS.-Thls llttle
book gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky Rnd unlucky days.

I

No. 24.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLE-

lltEN.-Contnlnlng full directions for writing to g entlemPn on all sn hjects.
No. 25. HOW TO BEOOME A 0YllfNAST.-Contaln1nl!' tult olrertlons for all kinds of gymnastic sports and
fltheltlc exercises . Embrnrlng thtrty-flve Illustrations.
:By Professor W. Macdqne!d.
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at Yankee Can,p: or. A Fourth ~f J'uly on the

Border.
Cnrn ° red by A pecbPs; or. Arletti,. and tha
Pol•nnl'rt Arrow.
nnliu:;:;~norent Tkr": or. ~rapplnP- a Tricky
Prairl ~ Pn•s11lt: or. Arletta n f'npt1ve.
anrl the Texas Cowboys; or, The Scrimmage
with thP Shel'nmPn.
•
Wnsblng Out Gold: or. Arletta's Luck .v Dlsrovery ,
Ml'xl<;an Mlxup: or. Tne Sliver Mine nlsnute.
at thP ,vldow's Claim; or, Arletta's Brave Def Pn~<'.

an,1 th,- Range Boss: or, Crooked Work at the
Sleepy J'.
Caught by Savages: or, Arletta's Darlng
Resrue.
and the Mexican DPBdshot: or. The Shooting
Match On tht! Border.
at Hnrd Luck: or, Arletta and the Stceam of
Gnld .
D<'fPndlng a Ranch: or. Bes ieged by CRttla
Rustlers.
·
and the MlnP?'A Trap: or. Ar!Pttn'• Gr!'nt Shot.
nt A<'P High Fnlr: or, The T,h ,el!('st Tim e on
R P,.nrrl .

-

R! s kv RI/IP ; or. ArlPttn nn<1 thP Gnl cb Gnni?.
Ruekskln Rand: or. The i;:hpr!IT'• RI!? Mlatake.
Donhl Trlumnh: or. Ar!Ptta Savin!? the Flag.
nnrt "C'owhoy .Tnck": or. Snollln<! n Rnnrh Raid.
Only ChnnrP: or. ArlettA's Onl<'k Throw .
DP•nPMtP Charge; or, Thp Shot Thnt Bent tha
RPrl•kln•.
,
at Gild Dust Flat: or. Arletta and the Secret
Band.
In Danger; or. Helping the Trapped CavalrymPn
and the nntchman's
Clatm; or, Arletta De1
0

fnnrHn li! l=fp.,. Tiff f" .

1100

Taming thP Cow-punchers: or, The Hard Crowd
of Bull Tall Rnncb.
" A ftp.r tlll' "Vultures".: or, Arletta and tha
Rnnd of Ten.
" Cnlling the Two Gun Man: or, Saving a Sher•
llt's Life.
" anrt thP Ro:v Ranr,hero: or, Helping a Tenderfoot to Sn ccPso.
" and "GingPr Jake": or The Boss or G°lmlet
Gulrh .
" nnil the f'hoctnw Chlet; or. Arletta Defytng
tbP R Pclskins.
" DP(vinc: Rn Ambush; or, ArlettR Leading the
CnYnlry.
" Sn,,Prt Rv a Signal; or, Arletta and the Vanishing Light.
" Douhll' Suhft'le; or. The Cele!lratlon at Buckhorn RRnch.
" Cnpturing a Chief : or, Arletta As a Cavalry
Scout. _
" an <! th e Lone Cabin; or, The Raiders or th
Gorge.
" Trnpped In a Canyon; or, Arietta' s Swing For
Life.
" At A R e dslcln Pow-Wow: or, Doomed To Dle
At Th e ~t.ake.
" and tile Doomed Mine; or, Arietta's Life at
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Racing For a Ranch: or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
Ma rkf'd BY Mex1cana: or, ArlPtta and the Se nor.
and the "Silver Kid," or, Tbe Dandy of tb.e
Gulch .
·
and the Yellow ·Bull: or, Arietta's Daring ID••
CflTJe.
Surrouncled By Death: or, The Seven Sticks ot
Dynamite.
Staking tl Claim; or. Arietta On Guard .
GrPA SPr Chase: or. Tile Outlnws of the Border.
Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the Wild
Horses.
,
Booming • · Camp; or, The Shot that Opened • ( --.
Gold Mine.
_

For sale· by all newsdearera, or wm be • ant to &DJ' 114dress on receipt of pi,loe, 8c. per cOpJ', ln mona,r
or ,Postaa-e stamps by

HARRY E. WOLFF. Publisher, Inc•
.166 Weat 23d Street
New York Clq
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